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Management Summary

The development of the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology gives rise to a
number of new communication services, such as high-speed data exchange between
distantly located local area networks (LANs), high-resolution picture transfer, high
quality interactive videotex, and in particular videophone, video conference, and
distributive TV, all in addition to the conventional voice services.
Many telecommunication services make use of an underlying protocol named TCP/IP.
Secondly, ATM technology is being applied to local area networking, where it offers
greatly increased bandwidth and supports broadband services. However, ATM's success
as a LAN technology depends on its ability to provide LAN-like services compatible
with existing protocols, like TCP/IP, and applications. Therefore the interworking
between TCP/IP and ATM forms a critical issue in the development of commercially
attractive ATM services.
In order to test ATM services in practise and to achieve experience in running an
operational ATM network, PTT Telecom NL started a national ATM pilot in July 1994.
Furthermore, this pilot provides the opportunity to obtain the experience needed to
verify and complete the international B-ISDN/ATM standards provided by the ATM
Forum and the International Telecommunication Union (lTU).
In this report, the gained experience with the available ATM equipment and ATM
traffic control functions is described. The interworking between the TCP/IP protocol
and ATM is extensively studied and the influence of several parameters on the
performance of TCP/IP over ATM is examined, performing a number of ATM network
experiments. Limits for each parameter are extracted from the performed experiments.
It can be concluded that the performance of TCP/IP over ATM complies with the
expectations on basis of theoretical considerations, as long as the measured parameterlimits are not exceeded. Moreover, recommendations are given regarding a possible
adaption of the TCP/IP protocol, the available ATM equipment at KPN Research and
items for further study. This report can be used in order to provide reliable ATM
services in the near future.
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Summary

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is widely acknowledged as the base technology for
the next generation of global telecommunications. One of the first opportunities for
network operators to exploit the ATM network commercially, is to offer TCPIIP
connections over ATM in the near future. This report describes the examination of the
performance of TCPIIP over an operational ATM network.
•
The basic principles of ATM, as far as needed in this report, are described and the
distinction between the Quality of Service (QoS) and Network Performance (NP) is
explained. ATM is able to achieve better utilization of the network resources through
multiplexing of traffic streams. However, gains due to (statistical) multiplexing come at
risk of potential cell loss or extra cell delay and might affect the NP and QoS.
Before TCPIIP connections over ATM can be offered, the interworking between the
TCPIIP protocol and ATM has to be extensively studied and experience with the
available ATM equipment and ATM traffic control functions has to be gained.
Therefore, in this report the following topics are considered during ATM network
experiments:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The segmentation of User Data into UDP datagrams or TCP segments and the
translation into ATM cells via AAL5.
The influence of peak rate limitation at the data sources on the throughput of
UDPIIP and TCPIIP over ATM.
The impact of the datagram size (MTU) on throughput of UDPIIP and TCPIIP
over ATM.
The consequences of cell loss for the throughput of TCPIIP over ATM.
The influence of extra traffic parameters on the throughput of TCPIIP over ATM.
The intention to perform multiplex experiments.

Generally, it can be concluded that, for sufficiently low peak rate settings at the data
source, a large MTU size, and a low Cell Loss Ratio, the throughput of UDPIIP and
TCPIIP over ATM complies with the expectations on basis of theoretical considerations.
The impact of smaller MTU sizes and cell loss on the throughput is caused by extra
processing delay, consisting of the interdatagram gap, intercell gap and an extra delay
component due to cell loss. The results can be used in order to provide reliable TCPIIP
connections over ATM in the near future.
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Introduction

1. 1 Problem definition and purpose
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is widely acknowledged as the base technology for
the next generation of global telecommunication. ATM provides the flexibility to
integrate the transport of a wide mix of services including voice, video and data, with a
broad range of bandwidth requirements. This high degree of resource sharing results in
many possible traffic mixes.
The users (customers) demand a certain quality of a telecommunication service and are
not concerned with any of the aspects of the networks internal design. The network
provider, on the other hand, tries to meet the user requirements, but also tries to
exploit the telecommunication network as efficient as possible. The Quality of Service
pertains to the user oriented performance-concerns of an end-to-end service, while
Network Performance is concerned with parameters needed for network planning,
operations and maintenance.
ATM is able to gain better utilization of the network resources through multiplexing of
variable bit rate traffic streams. Gains due to statistical multiplexing, however, come at
risk of potential cell loss. Also the buffering that must occur in each multiplexing and
switching point in the network may introduce delay. Which of these consequences are
relevant, depends on the type of service that is being considered. Therefore, in order to
achieve both higher network utilization and also fulfil the user requirements, the
network providers must develop a better understanding of ATM traffic characteristics
and the traffic control functions in practise.
PTT Telecom NL has started a national ATM pilot in parallel to the European ATM
pilot. The main goals of this pilot are to achieve experience in running an operational
ATM network and to test ATM services in practise.

Only for use within KPN and Eindhoven University of Technology
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Since TCPlIp· applications are widely used, network operators are interested in the
opportunity to offer TCPIIP c(:mnections over ATM in the near future. Before these
services c-an be offered, experience with the available ATM equipment and ATM traffic
control functions has to be gained and the influence of several settings and parameters
on the performance of TCPIIP over ATM should be examined. Therefore, in this report
a number of ATM network experiments is performed and analyzed. Besides the
performance of a single TCPIIP connection over ATM, also the usefulness of
multiplexing of TCPIIP traffic is examined, taking the influences on the Network
Performance and Quality of Service into account.

J.2 Report outline
Chapter 2 starts with an introduction to Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) in order
to provide the reader with enough relevant information for understanding the rest of
the report. In chapter 3 the terms Quality of Service and Network Performance are
explained, QoS and NP parameters are defined and their relationship is discussed. Two
principles of multiplexing, peak rate allocation and statistical multiplexing, are
described in chapter 4. Issues like traffic parameters, complexity of traffic control
functions and the required buffer size are taken into account. Chapter 5 is devoted to
the interworking between TCPIIP and ATM. LAN services like TCPIIP can be emulated
over ATM, but TCPIIP can also be mapped directly on AAL5. In chapter 6 a layered
performance model for TCPIIP applications over ATM is described, in which the
influence of QoS parameters on the NP parameters and vice versa is examined. Also
the efficiency and throughput of TCPIIP over ATM is considered. Chapter 7 is devoted
to the ATM network experiments. Either NP parameters, traffic control parameters or
parameters at IP or TCP level are varied, while the performance is measured.
Multiplexing experiments are described in chapter 8. Due to a small output buffer in
the present GDC switch, the usefulness of statistical multiplexing could not be
examined. However, solutions for this problem are given and future multiplex
experiments are recommended. Chapter 9 completes this study on the performance of
TCPIIP over an operational ATM network with conclusions and recommendations.

When TCP IIP is mentioned, both TCP I IP and UDP IIP are intended, except for the network
experiments described in chapter 7 and 8, where TCP I IP and UDP IIP are clearly
distinguished.
2
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Asynchronous Transfer Mode

2. 1 Introduction
In the broadband ISDN an extremely wide variety of applications with different traffic
characteristics and performance requirements is expected.
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) [Pry91l, [Vries94l as the principle network
switching, transmission and multiplexing technique for B-ISDN, aims at the following
favourable properties:
•
•

•

Flexible and efficient user access (varying information rates are allowed).
True integration of all information services for transmission, multiplexing and
switching in a uniform manner (all services can be handled by the same network
resources).
Rapid support of new services.

The ATM bearer service is able to integrate any connection-oriented service such as
circuit-switched type services with constant bit rates, as well as services with highly
variable bit rates, as computer, video, and packetized voice communications.
The asynchronous transfer mode is a fast packet switching technique based on virtual
connections using small fixed-size packets called cells. A cell consists of 53 octets, 5 of
which are reserved for the cell header and 48 for user information. Each header
contains, among others, a virtual channel and a virtual path identifier (VCr, VPl),
payload and priority indicators, and one octet for a one-bit header error forward
correction and for the self-delineation of cell boundaries. Cell sequence integrity is
preserved per virtual channel.
As ATM is connection-oriented, connections are established for the duration of a call,
i.e. a call can be divided into three phases: call set-up phase, information transfer
phase and call termination phase. At call set-up, routes through the network are
determined, VPI(s) and VCr(s) are allocated, and network resources are reserved.

Only for use within KPN and Eindhoven University of Technology
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During the information transfer phase, user cells follow the routes that have been
established and at call termination all claimed VPI(s), V(jI(s) and resources are freed,
No network capacity is consumed by a connection unless cells are actually being
transported. There is only limited processing on the cell's way through the network,
e.g. there is no error and flow control on a link-by-link basis. Hence, high information
transfer speeds can be achieved. Signalling and user information are carried on
separate virtual channels.
This promising integration technique, however, raises a number of new problems due
to the higher degree of resource sharing compared to the conventional synchronous
transfer mode STM. Some of these questions are highly dependent on the user or
traffic source characteristic and therefore must be considered on the basis of stochastic
traffic flows.
The strength of ATM is that the network gives the control to fill time slots with cells to
the user. At the same time this is the weakness of ATM. When the network has no
more control over the filling of time slots, the network has no more control over the
amount of traffic entering the network. The total traffic offered by the users may
exceed the network capacity. As a result the links could be overloaded and the buffers
may overflow resulting in high cell losses and exorbitant delays. This situation is
known as congestion. Proper traffic control and resource management capabilities are
needed to keep congestion within acceptable limits, while trying to make a maximum
and efficient use of network resources.
However, since ATM is able to support a wide variety of bit rates and varying bit rates,
it is hard to predict what kind of traffic B-ISDN terminals will produce. In addition the
traffic mix, e.g. the superposition of several traffic sources with different characteristics
is even harder to predict.

2.2 ArM Adaptation layer
The service provided by the ATM layer, i.e. the transfer of information fields from a
source to one (or more) destination(s), is a generic transfer service which can not
directly be used by current higher layer protocols. Since, the modification of well
defined standard higher layer protocols is troublesome or undesired, an intermediate
layer between the ATM layer and the higher layers is needed: the ATM Adaptation
Layer (AAL). The main purpose of this layer is to isolate the higher layers from the
specific characteristics of the ATM layer by mapping the higher layer Protocol Data
Units (PDUs) into the information fields of the ATM cells and vice versa. The basic
function, which can be recognized at this point, is the segmentation and reassembly of
the higher layers PDUs.

4
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This function is very important and, hence, it justifies a separate logical sublayer: the
SAR (Segmentation And Reassembly sublayer). The SAR is positioned directly above
the ATM layer and is the lower of the two logical sublayers of the AAL.
The functionality of the SAR may not be sufficient for all higher layer protocols. Extra
convergence functions are required which can be used to provide a more sophisticated
service to the AAL service user. These sublayers are located in the second logical
sublayer of the AAL, the Convergence Sublayer (CS). The CS is positioned directly
below the higher layers and is inherently service dependent.

2.3 Service classes
In principle, any imaginable application can be supported using ATM, irrespective of
the transfer requirements. A way to prevent an uncontrolled growth of service offering
and to minimise the number of protocols used in B-ISDN is the definition and
standardisation of service classes in the AAL.
The three key parameters, that have been used to derive the service classes, are:
•

Time relation; a timing relation between source and destination(s) can be
required or not required.
Bit rate; the bitrate can be constant (CBR) or variable (VER).
Connection mode; two connection modes can be identified: connection-oriented
and connectionless.

•
•

Other parameters, such as assurance of the communication, are treated as QoS
parameters and do not lead to further (sub)c1assification of the AAL. Since not all
combinations of the key parameters are foreseen, four service classes are distinguished,
class A to D. Table 1 shows the definition of these classes, i.e. the relation between the
classes and the key parameters.
• Table 1 Service classification for the AAL.
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Examples of telecommunication services in each of the classes are:
•
•
•
•

- Class
Class
Class
Class

A:
B:
C:
D:

circuit emulation, constant bit rate video.
variable bit rate video and audio.
connection oriented data transfer.
connectionless data/packet transfer.

For every (higher layer) class of services there exist a certain combination of functions
inside the AAL and these combinations are mapped onto AAL types. CClTT"
Recommendation 1.363 describes a number of AAL types (protocols) which consist of
combinations of SAR and CS functions and can support higher layer services belonging
to one of the above defined classes. Vp to now four AAL types have been elaborated in
lTV-To AAL Type 1 is directed to class A services, AAL Type 2 to class B services and
AAL Type 3/4 (formerly separate as AAL Type 3 and AAL Type 4) to class C and D
services. AAL Type 5 has been included recently for high speed data services.
More detailed information about ATM and the AAL can be found in [Pry91] and
[Vries94].

At the World Telecommunication Standardisation Conference (WTSC) of March 1993 in
Helsinki, the CCITT has been renamed to International Telecommunication Union (ITU).
6
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Quality of SeNice and Network
Performance

3. 1 Introduction
At least two parties are involved in a telecommunication service. The users (customers)
demand a certain quality of a telecommunication service and are not concerned with
any of the aspects of the networks internal design. Secondly, the network provider tries
to meet the user requirements, but also wants to exploit the telecommunication
network as efficient as possible.

3.2 Terminology
It is generally accepted that Quality of Service (QoS) is the user's view of a service as
opposed to the provider's view. Definition of QoS, however, remains a difficult task
because of the varying factors, such as:
•
•
•

Many different types of users.
Many different types of applications.
Subjective dependence on the users view of the service.

Despite this fact, Quality of Service (QoS) is defined in ITU-T Recommendation 1.350
as follows: "Collective effect of service performances which determine the degree of
satisfaction of a user of the service".
Network performance (NP) is measured in terms of parameters which are meaningful
to the network provider and are used for the purposes of system design, configuration,
operation and maintenance. NP is defined independently of terminal performance and
user actions.
The QoS has a direct relationship to the NP as shown in figure 1.

Only for use within KPN and Eindhoven University of Technology
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ATM
Traffic
parameters

Traffic
parameters

User

User
Network Performance

..

Quality of Service
Figure 1 General reference configuration for QoS and NP.

According to ITU-T Recommendation 1.350, "the user oriented QoS parameter values
provide a valuable framework for network design, but they are not directly usable in
specifying performance requirements for particular connections. Similarly, the NP
parameter primarily determine the QoS, but they do not necessarily describe that
quality in a way that is meaningful to users".
The principle difference is that QoS pertains to user oriented performance concerns of
an end-to-end service, while NP is concerned with parameters that are of concern to
network planning, provisioning and operations activities. However, also QoS has to be
considered from the beginning of network design to meet the user's requirements for
efficient communications. Some of the characteristics which distinguish QoS and NP
are depicted in table 2.
• Table 2 Distinction between QoS and NP.
Quality of Service

Network Performance

User oriented

Provider oriented

Service attribute

Connection element attribute

Focus on user-observable effects

Focus on planning. development (design).
operation and maintenance

Between (at) service access points

End-to-end or network connection
elements capabilities

A typical user is not concerned with any of the aspects of the networks internal design.
He is interested only for the satisfaction of his demands.

8
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From the user's point of view, QoS may be best expressed by parameters [1.350] which:
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on user-perceivable effects, rather than their causes within the network.
Should not depend on the internal design of the network.
Have to take into account all aspects of the service from the user's point of view,
which can be objectively measured at the service access point.
May be granted to a user at the service access point by the service provider.
Are described in network independent terms and create a common language
understandable by both the user and the service provider.

A network provider is concerned with the efficiency and effectiveness of the network, in
providing services to customers. Therefore, from the network provider's point of view,
network performance is best expressed by parameters which provide information for:
•
•
•

System development.
Network planning, both nationally and internationally.
Operation and maintenance.

In the following, ATM traffic at several time levels is considered and taking this into
account QoS and NP parameters are defined.

J.J Traffic control aspects
In an ATM network traffic control operates at several time levels; the cell level, the
activity level and the connection level, see figure 2. Each level has its own time scale
dealing with some network control aspects.

1_ min-hours

connectio~
~' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - level
--.........

Activity
level

___ -~~-LRf_-------Jc=::LI'------JIms-sec
r--

..... -_.

Cell level

"---------

Micro-sec

Figure 2 Traffic flows at three time scales.
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3.3.1 The cell level

The cell level operates at a time scale in the order of micro seconds. At this level the
individual cells of the virtual connections can be seen. Congestion at the cell level
occurs when several cells contend for the same link. Only one cell can be placed on this
link, while the other cells have to wait in a buffer. The buffer has to be dimensioned in
such way that the probability of buffer overflow is sufficiently small. However, a large
buffer can result in a large queuing delay and more variation in delay (jitter),
depending on the traffic in the network.

3.3.2 The activity level

The time scale of the activity level lies in the order of milli seconds to seconds. At this
level the activity of the traffic source can be seen. Some sources transmit a burst at
regular intervals, constant bit rate (CBR) sources. Other sources do not transmit bursts
regularly during the whole call, they consist of active and idle states. These sources are
said to be bursty at the activity level and transmit at a variable bit rate (VBR). ATM
can gain bandwidth efficiency by statistical multiplexing of bursty traffic sources. Since
a bursty source does not require continuous allocation of the bandwidth at the peak
rate, a large number of bursty sources can share the link capacity, while the link
capacity is less than the sum of the peak rates. This is further explained in paragraph
4.4.

Congestion at the activity level occurs when a number of traffic sources transmit a
burst simultaneously so that the total sum of the required bandwidths exceed the link
capacity. The buffers in the network are not intended to deal with this activity level
congestion, because of delay sensitive applications. In stead the call acceptance control
must take care that the probability that too many sources transmit at the same time, is
kept below a certain threshold.

3.3.3 The connection level

At the connection level the time scale ranges from minutes to several hours. At this
level the start and duration of connections can be observed. Congestion at the
connection level is experienced as a blocking of calls when the network is almost fully
loaded. The decision whether new connection still can be admitted depends on the
status of the network, the traffic characteristics of the new connection and the desired
Quality of Service. If a path through the network can be found from source to
destination with enough resources available to meet these criteria, the call is accepted.

10
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Congestion at the connection level has to be solved by network planning, Le. proper
dimensioning of buffer space, link capacity, topology design, etc.

3.4 Quality of Service parameters
Each time scale deals with some Quality of Service concerning call set-up and transfer
phase. ITU-T distinguishes at least the following Quality of Service parameters [1.371],
[Dirk91]: cell loss, end-to-end delay, variation in delay and call blocking. These aspects
are essential in order to allow:
•
•
•

The customer to know what to expect from the service.
The network operator to allocate the necessary resources to the service
(connection acceptance control).
The network operator to check that the customer is not exceeding the agreed
limits (source policing), potentially degrading the services offered to the other
customers of the network.

Each QoS aspect is now discussed and related to the appropriate time scale.
•

Cell loss
Cell loss occurs whenever buffers in the switches and multiplexers are overloaded.
At the cell level this may happen due to the asynchronous arrivals of cells if in a
time interval more cells arrive than can be served and placed on the outgoing
link. At the activity level cell loss may occur when too many users transmit at the
same time resulting in an offered load exceeding the link and buffer capacity.
Summarizing, cell loss at the cell level and activity level is caused by buffer
overflow.

•

End-lo-end delay
End-to-end delay is the summation of packetization delay, propagation delay and
queuing delay. According to [Dirk91], the main cause for delay is not the queuing
delay in switching nodes, but the propagation delay through the links and (for low
bit rates) the packetization delay to fill a cell with data. The maximum queuing
delay occurs when a completely filled buffer is encountered in all switching
stages. This is unlikely to happen. Except for queuing delay, all delays are fixed
once a connection is established.

Only for use within KPN and Eindhoven University of Technology
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•

Cell delay variation
CBR services expect cells to arrive at regular intervals at the destination.
Therefore cell delay variation is undesirable and has to be kept as low as possible.
Queuing delay is the cause for cell delay variation. Cells experience different
queuing delays due to asynchronous cell arrivals of other cell streams delay
variation takes place at the cell level.

•

Call blocking
Call blocking typically occurs at the connection level. A connection request is
rejected when not enough resources are available to guarantee the agreed Quality
of Service for the established connections any more when this new connection
would be allowed. Resources include buffers, bandwidth, processing power, etc.,
but lack of bandwidth is the most important cause for call blocking.

Different application types require a different QoS in order to function satisfying. In
the following the relationship with the QoS parameters involved is examined for a
number of applications. The QoS parameters considered, regarding the mentioned
applications, are loss tolerance and delay tolerance (including delay variation).
First a list of interesting applications is presented:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

File transfer (FTP).
Speech (interactive).
Video (interactive).
LAN interconnect.
Data distribution.
Video/audio distribution.
E-mail.
Real-time transaction processing.
High speed data communication.

This list certainly is not comprehensive. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the
mentioned applications and the QoS parameters.
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Figure 3 Relationship between applications and QoS parameters.

3.5 Network Performance parameters
This section defines a set of ATM cell transfer performance parameters, according to
ITU-T Recommendation 1.356.

•

Cell error ratio
Cell error ratio (CER) is the ratio of total errored cells to successfully transferred
cells plus errored cells in a population of interest. Successfully transferred cells
and errored cells contained in cell blocks counted as severely errored cell blocks
should be excluded from the population used in calculating cell error ratio.

•

Cell loss ratio
Cell los ratio (CLR) is the ratio of total lost cells to transmitted cells in a
population of interest. Lost cells and transmitted cells in cell blocks counted as
severely errored cell blocks should be excluded from the population used in
calculating cell loss ratio.

•

Cell misinsertion rate
Cell misinsertion ratio (CMR) is the total number of misinserted cells observed
during a specified time interval divided by the time interval duration (or
equivalently, the number of misinserted cells per connection second). Misinserted
cells and time intervals associated with cell blocks counted as severely errored
cell blocks should be excluded from the population used in calculating cell
misinsertion rate.

•

Severely errored cell block ratio
Severely errored cell block ratio (SECBR) is the ratio of total severely errored cell
blocks to total cen blocks in a population of interest.

Only for use within KPN and Eindhoven University of Technology
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•

Cell transfer delay
Cell transfer delay (CTD) is the time, t 2-t}> between the transmitting of a cell at
time t 1 and the receiving of that cell at time t 2, where t2~tl.

•

Mean cell transfer delay
Mean cell transfer delay is the arithmetic average of a specified number of cell
transfer delays.

•

Cell delay variation
If the cells belonging to a single cell stream are monitored, a cell-to-cell variation
in network transit delay can be observed. Depending on the measurement method
I-point Cell Delay Variation (CDV) and 2-point cell delay variation can be
defined. I-Point CDV is defined on basis of a reference clock and the monitoring
of a sequence of successive cells at a single measurement point, whereas for 2point CDV corresponding arrivals at two measurement points are involved.
Further explanation can be found in [1.356J.

3.6 QoS classes
A user of an ATM connection (a VCC or a VPC) is provided with one of a number of
QoS classes supported by the network. It should be noted that a VPC may carry VC
links of various classes, but the QoS of that VPC must meet the most demanding QoS
of the VC links. The QoS class associated with a given ATM connection is allocated to
the network at the time of connection establishment and will not change for the
duration of that ATM connection. QoS class can have specified performance parameters
(Specified QoS class) or no specified performance parameters (Unspecified QoS class).
Specified QoS Class provides a quality of services to an ATM virtual connection (VCC
or VPC) in terms of a subset of the ATM performance parameters defined in the
previous section. In a Specified QoS class, at most two cell loss ratio parameters may
be specified. If a Specified QoS class does contain two cell loss ratio parameters, the
one parameters is for all CLP=O cells and the other parameter is for all CLP=1 cells of
the ATM connection. lTD has decided to use one bit in the ATM cell header for explicit
Cell Loss Priority (CLP) indication. When this bit is set, a cell has low priority with
regard to loss, i.e. such a cell is subject to discarding depending on network overload
and congestion conditions.
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The following Specified QoS classes are currently defined, using the service classes that
are defined before:
•
•
•
•

Specified QoS
requirements.
Specified QoS
requirements.
Specified QoS
requirements.
Specified QoS
requirements.

class 1: support a QoS that will meet Service Class A performance
class 2: support a QoS that will meet Service Class B performance
class 3: support a QoS that will meet Service Class C performance
class 4: support a QoS that will meet Service Class D performance

In the unspecified QoS class, no objective is specified for the performance parameters.
However, the network provider may determine a set of internal objectives for the
performance parameters and these objectives need not to be constant during the
duration of a call. An example of the Unspecified QoS class is the support of "best
effort" service.

3.7 Sources of QoS degradation
The following list of items can influence the QoS in a network:

•

Propagation delay
This is the delay caused by the physical medium which transports the bits
between end-points and ATM switches, dependent upon the distance only.

•

Media Error Statistics
This is the random and/or bursty bit errors that are introduced on the physical
medium.

•

Switch architecture
The overall architecture of the switch can have significant impacts on the
performance. Some aspects to consider are the switch matrix design (from
blocking to non-blocking), buffering strategy (input-, output or central buffering)
and the switch characteristics under load (FIFO, LIFO, priorities).

•

Buffer capacity
This is the actual capacity of the buffer in units of cells.

•

Number of tandem nodes
This is the number of ATM switching nodes that a particular VPC or VCC
traverses.

Only for use within KPN and Eindhoven University of Technology
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•

Traffic load
This is the load offered by a set of ATM VPCNCCs on the same route as the
VPCNCC under c o n s i d e r a t i o n - . -

•

Resource allocation
This is the capacity allocated to a VPCNCC.

•

Failures
These are events that impact availability, such as port failures, switch failures or
link failures. Switch overs between failing equipment or circuits may introduce
cell loss.

3.8 Impact of degradation sources on performance parameters
In this section the impact of each of the sources of QoS degradation from the previous
section on each of the Network Performance parameters is analyzed [ATMF 94].
Changes in the Network Performance parameters might influence the Quality of
Service parameters. This is further explained in paragraph 6.5.

•

Cell error ratio and Severely errored cell block ratio
The Cell error ratio (CER) and the Severely errored cell block ratio (SECBR) are
expected to be primarily influenced by the error characteristics of the physical
media and in case of SECBR also by buffer overflows.

•

Cell loss ratio
The Cell los ratio (CLR) is expected to be influenced by errors in the cell header,
buffer overflows, and the non-ideal User Parameter Control (UPC) actions. Cells
may also be lost due to failures, protection switching and path reconfiguration.
The number of nodes will impact the CLR due to the possibility of overflow in any
buffer between the source and destination.

•

Cell misinsertion rate
Cell misinsertion ratio (CMR) is expected to be primarily influenced by
undetected/miscorrected errors in the cell header.

•

Cell transfer delay
Cell transfer delay (CTD) is affected by propagation delay, queuing, routing and
switching delays.

•

Mean cell transfer delay
Mean cell transfer delay will likely be dominated by propagation delay, queuing,
routing and switching delays.
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•

Cell delay variation
The Cell delay variation will be primarily influenced by the buffering and the
traffic load.

The following table summarizes how various sources of degradation can impact the
Performance parameters.
• Table 3 Influence of degradation sources on NP parameters.
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4. 1 Introduction
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) provides a structure in which cells from different
connections are multiplexed or switched using a common fabric, independent of the
connections's bit rates or burstiness. ATM connections can be allocated resources based
on either peak rate allocation or statistical multiplexing [Pry91], [Vries94].
In order to achieve satisfying multiplexing results, it is necessary for the user to
describe the expected traffic as close as possible, using some traffic parameters.
Multiplexing can improve the efficient utilization of network resources, but should not
affect the agreed QoS.

4.2

Traffic parameters
In the traffic contract between the user and the network operator some traffic
parameters and QoS parameters are given. Using the traffic parameters for the
Connection Admission Control and policing function, the network provider is able to
fulfil the demanded QoS. The QoS parameters define the requirements for the network
and are therefore translated into Network Performance parameters.
Traffic parameters describe traffic characteristics of an ATM connection. A traffic
parameter is a specification of a particular traffic aspect. It may be quantitative or
qualitative. These parameters may for example describe Peak Cell Rate, Average Cell
Rate, Sustainable Cell Rate, Burstiness, Burst Tolerance and source type.

•

Peak Cell Rate
According to Recommendation 1.371, the Peak Cell Rate (PCR) traffic parameter
specifies an upper bound on the traffic that can be submitted on an ATM
connection. Enforcement on this bound by the UPC allows the network operator
to allocate sufficient resources to ensure that the Network Performance objectives
can be achieved. The PCR of the ATM connection is the inverse of the minimum
inter-arrival time T and T is called the Peak Emission Interval of the ATM
connection.

Only for use within KPN and Eindhoven University of Technology
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•

Average Cell Rate
The Average Cell Rate (ACR) is the number of cells transmitted divided by the
duration of the connection.

•

Sustainable Cell Rate
The Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR) is an upper bound on the conforming average
rate of an ATM connection. Enforcement on this bound by the UPC could allow
the network operator to allocate sufficient resources, but less than those based on
the PCR, and still ensure that the Network Performance objectives can be
achieved.

•

Burstiness
No general accepted definition ofburstiness has been described yet. The
burstiness at cell time scale here is defined as the PCR divided by the ACR. A
continuous cell stream arrival pattern (CBR) has by definition a burstiness equal
to 1.

•

Burst Tolerance
Given the PCR, the SCR and a time interval t, the Burst Tolerance is the time
period that a source is allowed to transmit at the peak rate, so that the SCR in
the time interval t is not exceeded. This is depicted in the following figure.

cell rate

PCR f - - - - - - - - - ,

SCR -_ .. --_.' --_ ..•-_ .. ---" --" .-_ .. --_ ...__ .. _.- ..

Burst tolerance

t

Figure 4 Burst Tolerance.

•

20

Source type
A number of traffic classes will be defined. The user has to declare what kind of
source will be used.
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The PCR must be specified for every connection. The SCR and Burst Tolerance traffic
parameters are optional traffic parameters a user may choose to declare jointly, if the
user can upper bound the realized average cell rate of the ATM connection to a value
below the PCR. The SCR and Burst tolerance traffic parameters enable the user to
describe the future cell flow in greater detail than just the PCR. In that case the
network provider may be able to utilize the network resources more efficiently.

4.3 ATM peak rate allocation
The most simple strategy of multiplexing is to reserve bandwidth corresponding to the
agreed peak bit rate of the connection, called peak rate allocation. Peak bit rate is
defined here as the maximum bit rate at which the user agreed to transmit.
With peak rate allocation, the sum of the peak bandwidths for the constituent
connections is less than or equal to the peak bandwidth capability of the channel into
which they are multiplexed. An ATM network that uses only peak rate allocation can
be designed with a limited set of traffic management controls. Congestion at activity
level will not be an issue at peak rate allocation, since the admission control assures
that the link capacity is not exceeded. However, limited buffering is required at
multiplexing and switching points to accommodate the effects of cell level congestion,
i.e. in case two cells arrive at the multiplexer at the same time, one cell has to be
buffered. This causes cell delay variation (CDV). In this mode, decisions on the
admission of new connections can be based purely on the quantity of unallocated
bandwidth in the network, so the important traffic parameters are the peak cell rate
and the CDV tolerance.
Furthermore ATM peak rate allocation provides better network utilization over
traditional circuit-switched connections for the following reasons:
•
•
•

Less bandwidth granularity. the bandwidth dedicated to a particular service can
be more precisely matched to the service's needs.
More flexibility and integration of all information services.
Single-stage multiplexing and switching. There is no need to dedicate bandwidth
to the different hierarchical levels like at PDH transmission. The same bandwidth
pool is available to all services.

On the negative side for ATM is the additional bandwidth required for the ATM header
and ATM adaptation layer functions.
A large number of sources do not transmit at peak rate continuously, but have an
average bit rate lower than the peak bit rate, for example LAN-LAN datatransmission.
The unused capacity, however, can not be used by other services since peak rate
capacity has been reserved for that particular source, see figure 5.
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unused reserved bandwidth
reserved
bandwidth

Figure 5 Peak rate allocation.

4.4 ATM statistical multiplexing
As mentioned before, peak rate allocation results in a poor utilization of bandwidth for

bursty sources. Statistical multiplexing occurs when the capacity of an output channel
is less than the sum of the peak connection bandwidths, but is normally larger than
their average total bandwidth requirement. The statistical gain is the factor by which
the sum of the peak bandwidths exceeds the output channel's capacity, i.e. the sum of
the peak rates divided by the link capacity. Statistical multiplexing, therefore, relies on
the input channels being bursty due to variable information transfer rates. Hence, the
statistical gain directly depends on the bandwidth utilization and the traffic
characteristics of the input channels.
ATM allows for statistical multiplexing at higher levels than the cell level. Achieving
any statistical gain results in a non-zero probability of cell-level overload (congestion at
cell level) or congestion at activity or connection level.
According to ITU-T Recommendation 1.371, in B-ISDN, congestion is defined as a state
of network elements (e.g. switches, concentrators, cross-connects and transmission
links) in which the network is not able to meet the negotiated network performance
objectives for the already established connections and/or for the new connection
requests. In general, congestion can be caused by
•
•

Unpredictable statistical fluctuations of traffic flows.
Fault conditions within the network.

Congestion is to be distinguished from the state where buffer overflow is causing cell
losses, and thus affects the NP, but still meets the negotiated Quality of Service.
The left side of figure 6 shows two traffic streams (A and B) that will be statistical
multiplexed.
The traffic flow after multiplexing a number of connections is given on the right side in
figure 6.
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Figure 6 Required link capacity reduction by statistical multiplexing.

In case of peak rate allocation, enough link capacity is reserved for every situation.
However, it is also possible to allocate less capacity than the sum of the peak rates
(statistical multiplexing). Now the probability that many sources transmit at peak rate
at the same time and the allocated capacity is exceeded, is assumed to be very small.
Buffers are used to temporarily store traffic that exceeds the allocated link rate. In
case small buffers are implemented the cell loss probability due to buffer overflow is
still large, but the extra delay and delay variation due to buffering are small. For
larger buffers, the cell loss probability is smaller, but extra delay and delay variation
can occur.
When infinite buffers are implemented, the allocated capacity can be decreased to the
average rate. In this situation, however, the cell delay and the CDV can become very
high. The user or operator will define a maximum delay, what results in limited
buffering and in a certain amount of capacity to allocate. The 'chosen rate' in figure 6
indicates this amount of allocated capacity. In [Dirk91] this chosen rate is called
equivalent bandwidth, i.e. the minimal amount of bandwidth necessary for a connection
to still meet the QoS objectives.
Yet, it is very difficult to determine how many sources can be statistically multiplexed
without unacceptable loss of quality, since this depends on other users and the QoS
parameters. Not for all sources statistical multiplexing will be successful. According to
[Dirk91], sources with the following characteristics can be successfully multiplexed
resulting in high statistical gain:
•

The peak rate should be about 10% or less of the link capacity.
The probability that all sources transmit at the peak rate should be very small, so
the number of sources to be multiplexed should be large.
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•

The peak to mean bit rate ratio should be large.
In that case statistical multiplexing is more efficient.

•

The length of the burst must be relatively short with respect to the length of
silence periods. This is important in case the duration of congestion should be
limited. The length of a burst will influence the distribution of the cell loss
probability.

A clear distinction should be made between the multiplexing gain and the number of
sources that can be multiplexed into a link. To show the difference between these two,
consider the following example:
• Example 1
Suppose there is a link with a capacity of 100 Mb/s. In case there are sources with
a peak rate of 20 Mb/s and an average rate of 5 Mb/s, only 5 sources can be
multiplexed using peak rate allocation and about 75% of the capacity remains
unused. Using statistical mUltiplexing and infinite buffers, in total 20 sources can be
multiplexed (S.M. max ) and the total available capacity is used. However, in this
situation cell delay can become very large. Figure 7 shows a relationship between
the queue length (buffer size) and the bandwidth that can be allocated.
Suppose that the user decides that the delay should be limited and because of that
a maximum queue length is defined, which results in a certain amount of allocated
bandwidth (equivalent bandwidth); in case of figure 7 this is 10 Mb/s. Now statistical
multiplexing of 10 sources still offers the OoS that will satisfy the user (S.M. sat),
while the statistical multiplexing gain is 2.
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.. ---" --_ .. --_ ..=
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Figure 7 Relation between queue length and allocated bandwidth.
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In case the peak rate at the sources decreases and the average rate remains the
same, the difference between peak rate allocation and statistical multiplexing
decreases. Also the multiplexing gain decreases, while on the other hand more
sources can be mUltiplexed in a link. This is depicted in the table 4.

• Table 4 Difference between multiplexing gain and number of sources in a link.
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From table 4 it can be concluded that for Constant Bit Rate no statistical gain is
achieved, but a maximal number of sources can be multiplexed.

•

The previous example indicates that the network provider should not only focus on the
statistical gain. Sources with lower peak rates by applying for example traffic shaping
will also improve efficient utilization of the available network capacity.
Traffic control function, like Connection Admission Control, policing and congestion
control become more complex in case of statistical multiplexing and more traffic
parameters than the peak cell rate and the average cell rate are needed.

4.5 Buffer size versus cell loss probability
The importance of the cell loss probability strongly depends on the kind of application.
In case of speech communication a relative large amount of cells can be lost [WaI94J,
but the cell loss probability has to be low for data transfer applications. Figure 3 in
section 3.4 shows the cell loss dependence of several applications.
Applying statistical multiplexing results in a non-zero probability of cell loss. This is no
problem as long as this cell loss probability is very low or the QoS requirements of the
application are still met. In case the cell loss requirements can not be met any more,
the traffic load should be decreased or buffers should be implemented, which might
result in extra delay.
Figure 8 shows that the cell loss probability first decreases rapidly when the buffer size
is increased, but after a certain buffer length this probability barely decreases any
more [Dirk91]. It appears that the curve of cell loss probability as function of the buffer
size can be distinguished into two regions; the cell level region and the activity level
region.
Only for use within KPN and Eindhoven University of Technology
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At cell level the buffers are needed to deal with simultaneous cell arrivals.
When too many sources are active at the same time the required bandwidth may
exceed the link capacity. Buffers at the activity level could be used to deal with these
bursts.

l'
Cell 1055

probability

7
Buffer length

Figure 8 Cell loss probability versus buffer size.

In the cell level region the cell loss probability decreases rapidly when the buffer size is
slightly increased. However, in the activity level region, the cell loss probability decay
is much smaller when the buffer length is increased. The position of breakpoint Bo
depends on the burst length and the number of sources. Using simulation and analyses
results, it appears that the buffer size at the breakpoint is generally smaller than 100
cells ([Dirk91]). When considering buffer dimensioning of an ATM switch several
arguments have to be taken into account.
•

The buffers in the ATM switching nodes are intended to deal with the random
cell arrivals due to statistical multiplexing, not for bursts.

•

In the activity level region an enormous amount of extra buffers is needed to
significantly lower the cell loss probability, see figure 8.

•

The size of the buffers should be as small as possible to keep the cell delay
variation low. Cell delay variation is a problem for applications that expect a
constant bit rate at the destination. In case of extremely large buffers the
probability of large cell delay increases. For applications that are delay sensitive,
this might be a problem.

These reasons argue for a buffer size in the order of magnitude of Bo. In the situation
that the network operator decides to offer delay insensitive services that do not require
constant bit rate, it is possible to implement larger buffers.
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Presently also switches are produced containing two (or more) buffers. CBR and high
priority VBR traffic with a low delay tolerance is placed into the small buffer (in the
order of magnitude of Bo), while medium or low priority traffic with a higher delay
tolerance is placed into a much larger buffer.

4.6

Traffic control functions
A number of functions and mechanisms help in managing the traffic offered to the
network and providing the QoS required by the customers. The traffic control functions
that are considered, are Connection Admission Control (sometimes also referred to as
Connection Acceptance Control) and policing (in ITU-T terminology Usage/Network
Parameter Control). An additional function that may be used is traffic shaping. Most of
these functions and mechanisms have been standardised in Recommendation 1.371. In
this section the increased complexity of these mechanisms and the extra traffic
parameters that are needed in case of statistical multiplexing are described.

4.6. 1 Connection Admission Control
The connection admission control (CAC) decides whether there are sufficient resources
available to accept a new connection, while the agreed QoS of the already existing
connections must be preserved. At connection set-up the network and the user first
have to agree on a traffic contract in which the bandwidth needed for the connection is
declared. The user must provide the network with the values of a number of traffic
parameters and the desired QoS parameters. Based on these values and the load state
of the network, the CAC decides whether the requested connection can be accepted or
has to be rejected.
The CAC must be able to deal with many possible traffic mixes, i.e. situations where
CBR and VBR connections with varying characteristics share network resources.
Furthermore, the CAC should try to optimise network efficiency, e.g. by adopting
statistical multiplexing gain in case ofVBR connections. On the other hand CAC
should be kept simple in order to enable ,real-time response to connection set-up
requests. In ITU-T there is a consensus that CAC procedures should be network
operator specific [1.371] (network efficiency and QoS offered to the user is the
responsibility of the network operator).
In case of peak rate allocation, only the Peak Cell Rate (PCR) is part of the traffic
contract. When statistical multiplexing is applied, traffic parameters like Sustainable
Cell Rate (SCR) and Burst Tolerance are also needed.
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On the basis of these parameters CAC can perform bandwidth reservation on a VBR
basis and, thus, VBR traffic contracts become possible. However, it has to be noticed
- that, if one goes beyond the Peak rate allocation, CAC becomes a rather complex
matter. Further discussion of CAC is outside the scope of this report.

4.6.2 Policing

Policing is the monitoring of traffic at the cell or activity level in order to determine
whether user cell streams behave as has been agreed upon at call set-up, and the
invocation of specific actions in case of violations or user misbehaviour. Its main
purpose is to protect network resources from malicious as well as unintentional
misbehaviour which can affect the QoS of other already established connections.
In the situation of peak rate allocation, the policing function only needs to make sure
that the agreed PCR is not exceeded, e.g. by using a leaky bucket.
The leaky bucket consists of a counter representing the bucket level. The bucket level
is incremented each time a cell is passed into the network, i.e. the cell rate of the
customer. Meanwhile the counter is periodically decremented, using the PCR.
When the source transmits cells at a higher rate, the counter value increases up to a
certain maximum, the bucket limit BL. When the bucket limit has been reached,
successive cells are discarded until the bucket contents has sufficiently leaked away.
When statistical multiplexing is applied, both the peak cell rate and the sustainable
cell rate need to be policed, so two leaky buckets are needed.
The policing of the PCR remains the same as during peak rate allocation.
The second leaky bucket level is incremented by the traffic cell rate and decremented
by the SCR. The SCR can be exceeded for a certain time (Burst Tolerance), but then
the bucket limit has been reached. It is clear that applying statistical multiplexing,
requires more traffic parameters and a more complex policing mechanism.

4.6.3 Traffic shaping

Traffic shaping is a function by which the traffic characteristics of a stream of cells
belonging to a particular connection are changed in order to achieve a desired
modification of those characteristics. Traffic shaping may be optionally performed at
the entrance of the network, for example, to reduce the peak cell rate.
In stead of statistical multiplexing it might also be possible to shape VBR traffic to
CBR traffic using a buffer and apply peak rate allocation.
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4.7 Usefulness of statistical multiplexing
In this section, the advantages, disadvantages and open issues of statistical
multiplexing will be discussed.
For a network provider, the main advantage of statistical multiplexing is the possibility
of high resource utilization, i.e. less capacity will remain unused and the performance
of the network" will improve. The user, however, should not experience any decrease of
the Quality of Service.
The most important disadvantage of statistical multiplexing is the fact that it becomes
more complex for the network provider to guarantee the required QoS to the user in all
situations, i.e. more traffic parameters are needed. As shown in the previous section,
traffic control functions like the Connection Admission Control and the policing become
more complex and require more parameters.
Another open issue is whether statistical multiplexing is needed in the first place, since
in future maybe bandwidth is not scarce at all any more because of optical fibers or
efficient coding techniques.
For many applications the multiplexing gain might be small and for constant bit rate
traffic there is no gain at all. Only in case of bursty traffic statistical multiplexing will
be interesting. In order to guarantee the agreed QoS, buffers should be implemented in
the switches and multiplexers. These buffers should be large enough to guarantee the
agreed cell loss ratio, but should be small enough to guarantee the agreed cell delay.
Finally, it can be concluded that statistical multiplexing is an interesting technique in
theory, but it requires complex control functions and network parameters that it will be
questionable whether statistical multiplexing can be implemented in practise.
Since statistical multiplexing is expected to be mainly interesting for data
transmission, in the next chapter data transfer applications using TCPIIP or UDPIIP
over ATM are deepened out.

The performance of a network has different meaning than the Network Performance. In fact
the term NP might be confusing, since the performance of only one connection is considered
(see paragraph 3.2). The term 'Connection Performance' might be more clear. With the term
'performance of a network' the efficiency and effectiveness of a number of links is indicated.
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5. 1 Introduction
For network operators it is very interesting to be able to offer TCPIIP connections over
ATM in the near future, since TCP/IP applications are widely used. First more
information is obtained about the TCPIIP protocol suite and the interconnection with
ATM. LAN services can be emulated over ATM (LAN emulation), but network layer
protocols, like IP, can also be mapped directly on AAL5. Later in chapter 6, the
translation of QoS parameters at TCPIIP application level to ATM NP parameters is
considered.

5.2 TCP/IP protocol suite
The TCPIIP architecture [Feit93J was designed in the 1970s by the United States
Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), in order to connect equipment
from different vendors. The TCPIIP architecture glues clusters of networks together,
creating a larger network called an internet. To a user, an internet simply appears to
be a single network, composed of all the hosts connected to any of the constituent
networks. The protocols were required to be independent of host hardware or operating
system and to be robust, surviving high network error rates. In order to give
communication software a structure that is rather simple and easy to modify, a layered
structure is attractive.
Figure 9 shows how parts of the TCPIIP protocol suite fit together, also compared to
the OSI architecture. The underlying layers in the figure are the Datalink layer and
the Physical layer. In TCPIIP the distinction between the network layer and the
transport layer is critical; the network layer (lP) provides a hop-by-hop service, while
the transport layers (TCP and UDP) provide an end-to-end service.
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Two styles of application-to-application interactions are required:
•
•

ConneCtion-oriented communication is appropriate when the applications need a
sustained interchange of streams of data, including error correction (TCP is used).
Applications engaged in connection-less communication exchange standalone
messages, without error correction (UDP is used).

The TCPIIP protocol suite includes a set of standard applications including file transfer
(FTP), remote login (Telnet), and electronic mail (e-mail). It also has become routine to
offer a remote printing service.
TCPjlP

OSI
Applications

Applications Applications
FTP

database

e-mail

lookup

telnet

etc

Presentation layer
Session layer

etc.

Tep
End-to-end
connections

Application layer

UDP
Single
messages

Transport layer

--

IP
route datagrams

Network layer

Under Iy ing layers

Underlying layers

Figure 9 TCP / IP and OSI architecture.

The OSI model uses the term Layer N Protocol Data Unit (PDU) for the information
unit that the Nth layer protocol deals with. A PDU consists of a header and (optionally)
some enclosed data. Peer-to-peer communication cooperate by exchanging PDUs.
TCP/IP uses different terms for the information units at a certain layer. Rather than
saying Layer 4 PDU or Layer 3 PDU, the TCP, UDP and IP terms are segment or UDP
Datagram at layer 4, and datagram at layer 3. At Application Layer, data is referred to
as User Data. A lower layer protocol data unit is called a frame. A frame header
contains fields that identify the source and destination physical devices.

5.3

Internet Protocol
The Internet Protocol (IP) routes data between hosts. IP is an interworking protocol
developed by the Department of Defense in the US in the early 1970s. IP is an example
of a connectionless service.
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It permits the exchange of traffic between the two host computers without any prior
call setup. (However, these two computers usually share a common connection-oriented
transport protocol). It is possible that data units could be lost between the two end
users' stations, since IP is an unreliable, best effort, data unit-type protocol, and it has
no reliability or error correction mechanisms. It provides no recovery of errors at the
underlying subnetworks, it has no flow-control mechanisms, the user data (data units)
may be lost, duplicated or arrive out of order.
It is not the job of IP to deal with these problems. Most of the problems are passed to
higher-level transport layers, like TCP or UDP. As a result, IP is reasonably simple to
install and, because IP routing is done on a hop-by-hop basis, it is quite robust in a
way that a new route is selected when the old route is (partly) unavailable. The IP
protocol implements two basic functions: addressing and fragmentation. An IP
datagram is made up of an IP header and a unit of data to be delivered. The internet
modules use the addresses carried in the internet header to transmit internet data
units towards their destinations. The selection of a path for transmission is called
routing.

The internet modules use fields in the internet header to fragment and reassemble
internet data units when necessary for transmission through "small packet" networks.
The header length is measured in 32-bit words. Normally, the size for an IP header is 5
words (20 octets), but optionally the header length can be 15 words (60 octets). The
length of a datagram is restricted by the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU).
The performance of an internet depends on the quantity of available resources in its
hosts and routers and on how efficiently the resources are used. These resources are:
•
•
•

Transmission bandwidth.
Buffer size.
CPU processing.

Protocol design involves tradeoffs between gains and losses in efficiency. Some positive
performance features of IP are bandwidth sharing, dynamic rerouting, little control
overhead, good buffer usage, simple processing and fixed address size. However, IP has
also some negative features, like limited flow control, route at each hop and reassembly
overhead.
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5.4 User Data Pro.toc()1
The User Data Protocol (UDP) is a simple, datagram-oriented transport layer protocol.
Applications invoke UDP in order to send isolated messages to each other, i.e.
connectionless communication. The overhead of sending and receiving the many
messages required to set up and take down a connection is avoided by simply sending a
query and a response. UDP packages data into units called UDP datagrams and passes
them to IP for routing to a destination. Each output operation by a process produces
exactly one UDP datagram, which causes one IP datagram to be sent. This is different
from a stream-oriented protocol such as TCP where the amount of data written by an
application may have little relationship to what actually gets sent in a single IP
datagram.
Since IP is unreliable, there is no guarantee of delivery. If an application sends a query
in a UDP datagram and a response does not come back within a reasonable amount of
time, it is up to the application to retransmit the query or not. The application needs to
worry about the size of the resulting IP datagram. If it exceeds the network's MTU, the
IP datagram is fragmented. When an IP datagram is fragmented, each fragment
becomes its own packet, with its own IP header, and is routed independently of any
other packet. This makes it possible for the fragments of a datagram to arrive at the
final destination out of order, but there is enough information in the IP header to allow
the receiver to reassemble the fragments correctly. However, if one fragment is lost, the
entire datagram must be retransmitted. IP has no timeout and retransmissions, that is
the responsibility of the higher layers. TCP performs timeout, retransmission and error
correction, but UDP does not. (Some UDP applications perform timeout and
retransmission themselves). The IP fragmentation will be further examined in
paragraph 7.4.2 and 7.5.2.
UDP is a connectionless service that often is used for simple database lookups, or for
constructing monitoring, debugging, management and software testing functions. The
UDP header consists of 8 bytes.

5.5 Transmission Control Protocol
Even though the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and UDP use the same network
layer (lP), TCP provides a totally different service to the application layer than UDP
does. TCP provides a connection-oriented, reliable, byte-stream service. TCP contains
mechanisms to guarantee that data is error-free, complete, and in sequence.
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5.5.1

rep services

The user data is broken into what TCP considers the best sized chunks to send. This is
totally different from UDP, where each write by the application generates a UDP
datagram of that size. The unit of information passed by TCP to IP is called a segment.
When TCP sends a segment it maintains a timer, waiting for the other end to
acknowledge reception of the segment. If an acknowledge is not received in time, the
segment is retransmitted. This strategy is called positive acknowledgement with
retransmission. When TCP receives data from the other end of the connection, it sends
an acknowledgement. TCP maintains a checksum on its header and data. This is an
end-to-end checksum whose purpose is to detect any modification of the data in transit.
If a segment arrives with an invalid checksum, TCP discards it and does not
acknowledge receiving it. (It expects the sender to time out and retransmit, see figure
10). Since TCP segments are transmitted as IP datagrams, and since IP datagrams can
arrive out of order, TCP segments can arrive out of order. A receiving TCP resequences
the data if necessary, passing the received data in the correct order to the application.
Besides, since IP datagrams can get duplicated, a receiving TCP must discard duplicate
data. TCP also provides flow control. Each end of a TCP connection has a finite amount
of buffer space. A receiving TCP only allows the other end to send as much data as the
receiver has buffers for.
Receive

Send
123 ... 30

- - - - - -.. . I

123 ... 30

Ack (received 1-30)
III(

I 31 32 33 ... 50
Timeout

_..-....--.._.._...... Lost

I

Q)

1313233 ... 50

Retransmit
-------.
I 3132 33 ... 50 I

Ack (received 31-50)
III(

Figure 10 TCP timeout and retransmission.

Services such as file transfer or electronic mail are built on top of TCP. The normal
size of the TCP header is 20 octets, unless options are present. TCP headers only carry
an option during connection set up, and so it is reasonable to assume that the header
will consist of 20 octets. Normally the IP header will also consist of 20 octets.
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Large segments give better performance during bulk data transfers, because a smaller
percentage of bandwidth and memory resources are used for headers. During
connection setup, each party can declare the Maximum Segment Size (MSS) that it is
willing to receive, i.e. the maximum amount of data that can be carried in a segment.
The size of the TCP header is not included in the MSS value. In choosing segment
sizes, maximum datagram limits (MTU size) also must be considered. The maximum
MSS value is the MTU, minus the size of the TCP and IP headers.

5.5.2 Flow control

The TCP data receiver is in charge of its incoming flow of data, the transmitter has to
adapt to the receiver's limits. During connection setup, each partner assigns receive
buffer space to the connection. This number is usually an integer multiple of the MSS.
Incoming data flows into the receive buffer and stays there until it is absorbed by the
application. Buffer space is used up as data arrives. When the receiving application
removes data, space is cleared for more incoming data. This sliding window protocol is
fundamental to the efficient transfer of bulk data.

Receive window
The receive window consists of any space in the receive buffer that is not occupied by
data. Data will remain in a receive buffer until the targeted application accepts it. The
receive window extends from the last acknowledged byte to the end of the buffer. When
the application accepts the data in the receive buffer, space for new incoming data
becomes available. This is visualized by sliding the window to the right. Every ACK
sent by the receiver contains an update on the current state of its receive window. The
flow of data from the sender is regulated according to these window updates.
Send window
The data transmitter maintains a send buffer that tracks how much data has been sent
and acknowledged, and the size of the partner's receive window. The send buffer
extends from the first unacknowledged octet to the right edge of the current receive
window. The send window covers the unused part of the buffer.
The initial sequence number and initial receive window size are announced during
connection setup. A copy of the bytes sent, must be kept in the send buffer until the
bytes have been acknowledged, since they may have to be retransmitted.
Slow start and congestion window
Slow start is the way to initiate data flow across a connection. At some point packets
can be dropped and congestion avoidance is a way to deal with lost packets. The
assumption of the algorithm is that packet loss caused by damage is very small (much
less than 1%), therefore the loss of a packet signals congestion somewhere in the
network between the source and destination.
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There are two indicators of packet loss: a timeout occurring and the receipt of duplicate
ACKs. A duplicate ACK is an immediate acknowledgement when an out-of-order
segment is received.
Congestion avoidance and slow start are independent algorithms with different
objectives. But when congestion occurs, the transmission rate of packets into the
network is slowed down and then slow start is invoked to get things going again. In
practise they are implemented together. Congestion avoidance and slow start require
that two variables are maintained for each connection: a congestion window, cwnd, and
a slow start threshold size, ssthresh. The combined algorithm operates as follows:
Initialization for a given connection sets cwnd to one segment and ssthresh to 65535
bytes. The TCP output routine never sends more than the minimum of cwnd and the
receiver's advertised window.
Congestion avoidance is flow control imposed by the sender, while the advertised
window is flow control imposed by the receiver. The former is based on the sender's
assessment of perceived network congestion; the latter is related to the amount of
available buffer space at the receiver for this connection.
When congestion occurs (indicated by a timeout or the reception of duplicate ACKs),
one-half of the current window size (the minimum of cwnd and the receiver's
advertised window, but at least two segments) is saved in ssthresh. Additionally, if
congestion is indicated by a timeout, cwnd is set to one segment (i.e. slow start).
When new data is acknowledged by the other end, cwnd is increased, but the way it is
increased depends on whether slow start or congestion avoidance is performed.
If cwnd is less or equal to ssthresh, slow start is performed; otherwise congestion
avoidance is performed. Slow start continues until halfway the size of the window at
the moment congestion occurred (this value was saved in ssthresh), and then congestion
avoidance takes over.
Congestion avoidance dictates that cwnd is incremented by l/cwnd each time an ACK
is received. This is an additive increase, compared to slow start's exponential increase.
This way cwnd is increased at most one segment each round trip time (RTT), while
slow start will increment cwnd by the number of ACKs received in a round trip time.

Fast retransmit and fast recovery algorithms
The purpose of the duplicate ACK is to let the other end know that a segment was
received out of order, and to tell it what sequence number is expected. Since it is
unknown whether a duplicate ACK is caused by a lost segment or just a reordering of
segments, the retransmission algorithm waits for a small number of duplicate ACKs to
be received. If three or more duplicate ACKs are received in a row, it is a strong
indication that a segment has been lost.
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Then retransmission of the missing segment is performed, without waiting for the
retransmission timer to expire. This is the fast retransmit algorithm. Ne~t, congestion
- avoidance, but not slow start is performed. This is the fast recovery algorithm.
The reason for not performing slow start in this case is that the receipt of the duplicate
ACKs indicates that there is still data flowing between the network ends, since the
receiver can only generate the duplicate ACK when another segment is received.

5.6 Inferworking between IP and ATM
Much of the interest in ATM stems from the promise of its vastly increased bandwidth
and greater flexibility and manageability. However, its success as a LAN technology
depends on its ability to provide LAN-like services compatible with existing protocols
and applications, like TCP/IP. Therefore both the network and service providers are
interested in providing TCPIIP applications over an ATM network.

5.6. 1 LAN service requirements
Presently, LANs offer connectionless, best effort, service for the transfer of variable size
data packets [New94]. LANs offer point-to-point, multicast, and broadcast transfer.
Many current protocols rely on the broadcast capability. Users are not required to
establish a connection before submitting data for transmission, nor are they required to
define traffic characteristics of their data in advance of transmission. Users simply
submit traffic to the LAN whenever they wish, as fast as possible, and the LAN
dynamically shares the available bandwidth between all active users.
Most LAN equipment conforms to the IEEE 802 family of protocols (see figure 11"). In
this architecture, the data link layer is split into the Logical Link Control (LLC) and
Medium Access Control (MAC) sublayers.
The LLC sublayer offers a common interface to the network layer, while each different
MAC protocol is specified to a particular LAN, e.g. Carrier Sense Multiple Access with
Collision Detection (CSMNCD), Token Ring, Token Bus, etc. Resolving the IP address
(or the address of another network layer protocol) to MAC address is done by an
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP).
LANs are frequently interconnected with bridges and routers to form larger networks.
Bridges operate at the MAC sublayer, and are popular because they require very little
manual configuration and are transparent to the user. Bridges interconnect multiple
LAN segments yet give the appearance to the user of a single LAN.

It is not intended to map the ATM broadband reference model directly on the OSI model.
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Figure 11 The IEEE 802 family of LAN protocols.

Routers operate at the network layer but support only a finite set of network layer
protocols. They offer greater control, better management facilities, and may be used to
construct larger networks than bridges.
In contrast to IEEE 802 LAN's, ATM networks are inherently connection oriented.
With respect to IP and other network layer protocols, ATM can be configured either as
a separate data link protocol or as a MAC protocol below the LLC. The former
approach results in IP and other network protocols to be implemented directly over
ATM. The latter approach is the key idea behind LAN emulation. The next figure
shows LAN emulation compared to IP over ATM. This figure also shows the co-called
"native ATM applications", that are designed to fit on top of the AAL. This of course is
the final goal, but at the moment manufacturers of ATM products also have to take the
legacy LAN protocols into account [V0094].

Figure 12 LAN emulation, IP over ATM and native ATM applications.
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It is important to realise that the three stacks above are different. LAN emulation is
more interesting for PCs and PC-manufacturers like IBM, while manufacturers of
powerful workstation, such a.s Fore Systems and SUN chose for a strategy with IP over
ATM. Lan emulation and IP over ATM will probably coexist in the future.

5.6.2 LAN emulation

LAN emulation ([Voo94], [Chao94J, [New94], [Jeft94]) simply means that the point-topoint ATM switch should give the appearance of a virtual shared medium. From the
point of view of the protocol stack, the ATM layer should behave like yet another IEEE
802 MAC protocol below the Logical Link Control (LLC). The key attribute of all
shared medium interconnects is that all communication is broadcast, implying that all
stations in a LAN receive all the packets, and they filter out the packets that they
want to receive. Although ATM is connection oriented, the broadcast feature can be
emulated in an ATM network using dedicated servers.
The LAN Emulation Sub-working Group of the ATM Forum has identified a number of
different servers which include the LAN Emulation (LE) server and one or more
multicast servers. The LE server provides functionality for registering and resolving
MAC addresses and/or route descriptors to ATM addresses. The multicast servers are
required to provide the connectionless data delivery characteristics of a shared network
to hosts that are directly connected to the ATM network, referred to as the LE Clients.
One key function that the multicast server should support is the ability to multicast a
MAC frame to a set of LE Clients. Given this functionality, LAN emulation can be
simply supported by requiring all LE Clients to send all the MAC frames and ARP
queries and replies to the multicast server, which can broadcast them to the LE
Clients. In this approach, the LE Clients are responsible for selectively filtering out the
packets they want to receive.
In order to reduce the amount of traffic in the network, the ATM switch and the
multicast server can be architected in such a manner that only the ARP queries are
processed by the multicast server. All other data transfers use the point-to-point
connections established across the ATM switch.
The functions required for this purpose are the ability to resolve MAC addresses to
ATM addresses, referred to as LE-ARP and the ability to perform connection
management. This is further explained in an example, using an ATM LAN, shown in
figure 13.
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• Example 2
If Host A wants to send an IP packet to host B, only the IEEE 802 LAN segments
get involved. If A wants to send an IP packet to D and does not know D's MAC
address, it first broadcasts an ARP request, which is received by bridge B2. The
bridge sends the ARP query to all the valid outgoing ports, which in this case is the
port connected to the ATM switch and more specifically that of the multicast server.
The server broadcasts the ARP query to all the LE Clients. When D gets the ARP
request, it responds by trying to establish a point-to-point connection to A. In the
LE-ARP server, A's MAC address is associated with bridge B2's ATM address. So
D establishes a point-to-point connection to bridge B2 and sends the ARP reply.
Bridge B2 forwards the ARP reply to A and binds D's MAC address to the
appropriate port. When A sends an IP packet in a MAC frame with D's MAC
address, bridge 82 receives the frame and forwards it to the appropriate port.
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Figure 13 A local ATM network.

Since LAN emulation defines the ATM layer as a MAC protocol below the LLC,
supporting IP over an emulated LAN is the same as supporting IP over any IEEE 802
LAN. The key issue is to define a LAN emulation architecture that is both scalable and
flexible in the sense that it can support the majority of the well established network
layer protocols efficiently. The LAN emulation architecture should be able to handle
not only unicast data transfer, but also broadcast and multicast data transfers. This
architecture is currently being standardized by the LAN Emulation Sub-working Group
[LASG94].

5.6.3 IP over ATM

Instead of emulating LAN services over ATM, it is also possible to map network layer
protocols, like IP, directly on AAL5, using an approach similar to LAN emulation at the
MAC sublayer. The major difference is that the address resolution mechanism must
translate directly from the network layer address, e.g. IP address to the ATM address.
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The straight forward approach is to maintain a server, referred to as the IP-ATM-ARP
server. The IP-ATM-ARP server needs to maintain tables that can translate an IP
address to an ATM address~ The interaction between the hosts and the IP-ATM-ARP
server can be implemented using a simple query/response protocol. Mapping network
layer protocols directly on AAL5 means legacy LAN protocols are no longer necessary.
The disadvantage of direct IP over ATM is that only one network layer protocol is
supported (in this case IP), whereas LAN emulation offers support to various network
layer protocols (e.g. IP, IPX, SNA, OSI, Decnet). The advantage of direct IP over ATM
is that it is simpler, and that is characterised by less overhead. The implementation of
IP over ATM is being standardised by the Internet Engineering Task Force (lETF) in
RFC 1577: Classical IP and ARP over ATM.
In the rest of the report IP over ATM is considered, since in the ATM pilot, IP is
mapped directly on AAL5. Because LAN Emulation is not included in the ATM pilot ,
the examination of this approach in practise is outside the scope of this report
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Layered Performance Model

6. 1 Introduction
Generally, in order to guarantee the agreed QoS, it is necessary to translate user
requirements into NP parameters for the ATM network. QoS requirements can impose
strict constraints on some ATM NP parameters. On the other hand, the influence of
changes of NP parameters to the QoS parameters at application level will be
considered. Therefore a QoS framework for TCPIIP over ATM is defined and all
operations and features at each layer that might influence the QoS are discussed.
Finally the efficiency and throughput of TCPIIP over ATM is examined.

6.2

QoS Framework
The performance requirements not only depend on the diverse QoS requirements from
the user, but also on the layer processing and workload in host systems. So, in order to
offer the user a certain QoS, it is necessary to introduce a set of QoS parameters whose
properties indicate the nature and the requirements in a layered model. These QoS
parameters are defined for each layer such that each layer can guarantee the
demanded QoS to its next-higher layer and demand a (possibly different) QoS from its
next-lower layer [Jung931. On the other hand, errors or actions taken at a certain layer
may influence the QoS parameters of higher layers. The proposed QoS framework
consists of the QoS parameters, the NP parameters and the layered model. The QoS
and NP parameters at ATM level have been introduced in section 3.4 and 3.5.
Figure 14 shows a layered model for direct TCPIIP over ATM, including each layer's
data unit name. The data is segmentized by the TCP protocol and transferred to
datagrams at the IP layer. The maximum size of a datagram is specified by the MTU.
The AAL5 cuts the IP datagram into a number of ATM cells. The number of IP
datagrams needed to transmit a file of a certain number of bytes, mainly depends on
the set MTU size. TCP adds a twenty bytes header, while UDP only adds eight bytes.
Then also IP adds a header of twenty bytes.
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Figure 14 Protocol structure of TCP / IP over ATM.

The rest of the MTU can be filled with data information. In case the file to be sent is
larger than the MTU, the file is segmented into several datagrams. If an internet
datagram is fragmented, its data portion should be broken on eight octet boundaries,
according to [RFC791]. The translation of User Data in IP datagrams and ATM cells is
further deepened out in paragraph 7.4.2 and 7.5.2.

6.3 QoS parameters at data transfer application level
The QoS parameters at application level indicate the way the user experiences an
application as explained in section 3.4. In case of TCP/IP and UDP/IP applications, the
following QoS parameters are considered:
•

Transfer delay
The transfer delay is the value of elapsed time between the start of transfer and
successful transfer of a specified amount of User Data.

•

Throughput
The throughput is defined by the amount of successfully transferred User Data
divided by the transfer delay. The throughput is measured in bits per second.

In case of TCP/IP applications information loss will not occur, because of
retransmissions at a lower level. However, these retransmissions cause extra delay and
decrease the throughput. Retransmitted data is not included as User Data, and
therefore not considered in the throughput.
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In case of UDPIIP applications one other QoS parameter should be considered:

•

Information Loss
Information Loss is defined as the amount of lost User Data measured in bytes.

6.4 Influence of bit errors on NP at ArM level
In this paragraph the influence of random bit errors at the physical layer on the ATM
NP parameters is examined, Le. the CER and the CLR.
Cell errors and cell loss can occur due to bit errors in the ATM transmission systems
(physical layer). For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the bit errors occur
independently. BERh is defined as the probability that an error occurs in the cell
header and BERj as the probability that an error occurs in the cell information field, so
BERh :::: 5 x 8 x BER and BERj :::: 48 x 8 x BER.
The CER at ATM level is the probability that the information field in the ATM cell is
incorrect. If BERj « 1, then CER = 1 - (l - BER/8x8 :::: 384 BERj •
Cell Loss at the ATM layer occurs due to two causes:
•
•

Cell loss due to bit errors in the header taking Header Error Control (HEC) into
account.
Cell loss due to buffer overflow in network queues.

The Header Error Control (HEC) covers the entire cell header. The code used for this
function is capable of single-bit error correction or multiple-bit error detection.
Cell loss because of buffer overflow is ignored, since this is not dependent on bit errors.
The discarded cell probability and the probability of valid cells with errored headers as
a function of random bit error probability (BER) is given in figure 15 [1.432). The
discarded cell probability is the probability that a cell is discarded because of an
errored header, while the probability of valid cells with errored headers indicates the
situation that the cell header is errored so that the REC is accidently correct.
When the BER is 10-9 or less, it can be concluded that both CER and CLR due to
random bit errors at the physical layer can be neglected.
Cell loss will therefore mainly be caused by buffer overflow somewhere between the
transmitter and receiver.
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Figure 15 Influence of random bit errors on CLR and CER.

6.5

Influence of NP parameters on QoS parameters
In this paragraph the influence of NP parameters on the QoS parameters is examined.
In figure 16 all operations and features that might influence the QoS are depicted. The
influences of bit errors at the physical layer are not taken into account.
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Figure 16 Layered performance model for TCP / /P and UDP I /P applications.
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At the ATM layer cells mainly get lost because of buffer overflow. Cell delay is caused
by queuing and propagation delays. Jitter occurs due to discrepancies in queuing delay.
The amount of buffer overflow, queuing delay and queuing jitter mainly depend on the
buffer size.
At the data receiver, the ATM cells are reassembled to datagrams by the AAL5. AAL5
provides a non-assured data transfer service, it is up to higher-level protocols to
provide retransmissions. AAL5 performs a REC on the cell header. In case an ATM cell
header is errored, AAL5 will discard both this cell and the rest of the cells belonging to
the AAL5 PDD. The cell assembly delay is the delay caused by the transference of a
number of cells into an IP datagram and vice versa.
The MTU size is the most important parameter at IP level. In case of a small MTU
size, the percentage of IP and TCP overhead is large and many ATM cells are needed
to send an amount of User Data. This will decrease the efficiency and the throughput.
The number of cells that is discarded in case of cell loss by AAL5 depends on the MTU
size. Thus a large MTU size is favourable regarding the efficiency, but many cells have
to be retransmitted in case cell loss occurs and AAL5 discards the total datagram.
Furthermore some processing time is needed to add or distract the IP header.
When AAL5 discards an errored cell and the rest of the datagram, at TCP level no
segment is received and a timeout will occur. Then the whole segment has to be
retransmitted, i.e. in case of a large segment size (and thus large MTU), many cells
have to be retransmitted. The TCP segment is retransmitted performing fast
retransmit and fast recovery algorithms. Besides the time needed to retransmit a
segment, the QoS is also decreased by the congestion avoidance or slow start algorithm,
i.e. the send window is decreased. TCP also performs an end-to-end checksum, and
errored segments are discarded. Since AAL5 already discards the datagram in case of
cell loss and the number of errored cells is neglectable, the number of errored segments
will be very small.
An important parameter for flow control at TCP level is the window size. The window
size is dynamically arranged by the protocol, only the maximal window size can be set
(see paragraph 5.5.2).

In case of UDP applications no end-to-end checksum, retransmissions and flowcontrol
is performed at the network layer. The application should initiate retransmissions in
case of errored data or not.
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6.6

Efficiency and fhroughpvf of TCP/IP over ATM
An interesting question is how (in)efficient TCPIIP applications over ATM are.
Efficiency is defined as the average fraction of the cell's 53 bytes that are actually used
to carry User Data. The translation of IP datagrams into fixed sized ATM cells leads to
a potentially inefficient use of bandwidth, because cells are only totally filled in case
the datagram size is a multiple of 48, which is depicted in figure 17. In this figure, the
inefficiency due to IP and TCP headers is not taken into account.
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Figure 17 ATM efficiency.

The efficiency is not the same as the throughput, even though there is a relationship.
The throughput is defined as the time needed to transfer a certain amount of User
Data, so the throughput is expressed as a number of bits per second. When no cell loss
occurs, a high efficiency implies a high throughput, since a minimal number of cells is
needed for data transfer.
However, in case cell loss is considered, high efficiency and low throughput can go
together. In case of a large MTU, the ATM cells will contain little IP or TCP overhead,
so the efficiency is high, but cell loss occurs many cells have to be retransmitted, and
the throughput will decrease. So the MTU influences the sensitivity for cell loss, but
also the efficiency of bandwidth use and the throughput.
Both the efficiency and the throughput are measured at the receiver. So transmitted,
but discarded cells are not taken into account. Only the cells and segments received
correctly are used to calculate the efficiency and the throughput.
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In the following examples the theoretical efficiency and throughput is calculated for a
situation without and with cell loss:
• Example 3
An amount of 105 bytes of User Data is transmitted over a 106 bit link using TCP/IP
and the MTU is 48 bytes. To send this amount of User Data, 4167 datagrams of 2
cells and 1 datagram of 1 cell (thus 8335 cells in total) are generated (this can be

calculated using paragraph 7.4.2, 7.5.2). The efficiency can be calculated: 8335
cells are needed to send 105 bytes, Le. 12.00 information bytes per cell. The
efficiency is 12.00/53 = 22.64 %
The time needed to transfer 8335 cells (cell loss. queuing delay and other delays
not taken into account) is (8335 x 53 x 8)/106 = 3.53 seconds. So the throughput is
(105 )/3.53 = 2.83 104 bits/so
In case the MTU is changed into 8192 bytes. while the amount of User Data
remains the same. Now 12 datagrams of 171 cells and 1 datagram of 43 cells (thus
2095 cells in total) are generated. So the efficiency is 105/(2095 x 53) = 90.1 %.
The propagation time of 2095 cells is (2095 x 53 x 8)/10 6 = 0.89 seconds, and the
throughput is 1.13 105 bits/so
Thus the efficiency becomes better when the MTU size is large. When no cell loss
occurs, also the throughput is higher for a large MTU size.

•

• Example 4
In example 3 no cell loss occurred, but in this example the influence of a Cell Loss

Ratio (CLR) of 10-4 is examined. The same amount of User Data is transmitted and
the same MTU sizes are used.
The probability that cell loss results in an errored datagram is:
Pdatagram = 1 - (1 • CLR)"

, where n is the number of cells in a datagram.

In case of an MTU of 8192 bytes. the POOlagram for n=171 is 1.70 10.2 and for n=43
Pdatagram is 4.2910. 3 . So averagely, 12 x 171 x 1.70 10.2 + 40 x 3.99 10.3 = 35.04
cells have to be retransmitted.
In practise only complete datagrams will get lost, while the calculation above gives
the statistical average cell loss. So about four times this amount of User Data can
be transmitted without cell loss, and the throughput will be identical to example 1.
However, the fifth time one cell gets lost and therefore AAL5 discards the total
datagram of 171 cells. Retransmitting a datagram takes time: (171 x 53 x 8)/106 =
7.25 10.2 seconds. so the throughput will decrease. The throughput is extra
decreased because of the fast retransmit, fast recovery and slow start algorithms
TCP performs when a segment is lost (ex seconds). So the throughput is 105/(0.89 +
7.2510. 2 + ex). For ex is 0.10 seconds. the throughput becomes 9.41 104 bits/s, so
due to the cell loss the throughput has decreased 16.7%. Still in total 2095 cells are
received, so the efficiency has not changed.
For an MTU size of 48 bytes. most datagrams consist of two cells (n=2) and the
POOlagram = 1.999 10-4, while one datagram consists of one cell (n=l) and the Pdatagram
= 1 10-4.
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Averagely, the number of cells that have to be retransmitted is: 4167 x 2 x 1.999
10-4 + 1 10-4

= 1.67 cells. So certainly less cells need to be retransmitted than for an

MTU of 8192 bytes, while the number of cells to transmit is larger for small MTU
sizes.
In practise only complete datagrams are retransmitted, so the second time this
amount of User Data is transferred, cell loss will occur and a total datagram (2
cells) has to be retransmitted. Again this retransmission will cause extra delay:
(2x53x8)/106

=8.48 10-4 seconds. The actions taken by TCP in case a segment is

lost, cause extra delay (a seconds). So now the throughput is 105/(3.53 + 8.48 10-4

+ a). Again suppose a is 0.10 seconds, then the throughput becomes 2.75 104
bits/s, so the throughput only decreases 2.68% due to cell loss.
The efficiency has not changed, since still in total 8335 cells are received.
Thus, when cell loss occurs, the throughput decreases a lot for a large MTU size. In
case of a small MTU size, the throughput only decreases a little.

•

The efficiency of TCPIIP over ATM is low in case small amounts of User Data are sent
or User Data is sent with a small MTU size. ATM should not be blamed for this,
TCPIIP causes the low efficiency.
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ATM network experiments

7. 1 Introduction
In the previous chapters a theoretical introduction is given about network perfonnance
of an ATM network, Quality of Service, the usefulness of statistical multiplexing and
TCP/IP over ATM. In the next chapters a number of ATM network experiments is
perfonned. The objectives of these ATM network experiments are to gain experience
with ATM equipment, ATM traffic control parameters and to examine the influence of
several settings and parameters on the performance of data transport (TCP/IP
applications) over ATM.
The network experiments can be divided into three parts:
•
•

•

Experiments to examine the perfonnance of a connection between a single source
and a single destination.
Multiplex experiments using two or more sources and a single destination. The
traffic flows are generated ourselves, so that the traffic parameters are
predictable.
Multiplex experiments using applications in practise, i.e. unpredictable traffic
flows. For this experiment the results of the other tests will be used.

In this chapter only the performance of the network without multiplexing is considered.
Multiplexing a number of sources over an ATM link, using predictable traffic flows is
perfonned in chapter 7. After the results of these tests are analyzed, in future the third
part can be performed, using a large number of applications in practise. However, these
multiplex experiments are outside the scope of this report.
Next, some information is given about the ATM Pilot and test equipment used to
perform the network experiments. Then a number of network experiments is described
and the results are depicted and analyzed. Either NP parameters, traffic control
parameters or parameters at IP or TCP level are varied, while the performance is
measured.
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Topics that are considered are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The segmentation of User Data into UDP datagrams or TCP segments and the
translation into ATM cells.
The performance differences between UDP/IP and TCP/IP over ATM.
The influence of the MTU size on the efficiency and throughput of UDP/IP and
TCP/IP over ATM.
The influence of peak rate limitation on the throughput of UDP/IP and TCP/IP
over ATM.
The influence of cell loss on the throughput of TCP/IP over ATM.
Influence of extra traffic parameters on the throughput of TCP/IP over ATM.

7.2 ATM pilot
An important reason for the acceleration of the ATM development in Europe has been
the decision of 17 European operators, among which Royal PTT Nederland, to carry out
a European ATM pilot during 1994/1995. The main goals of this pilot are to achieve
experience in running an operational (international) ATM network and to test ATM
services in practice. For this reason real users will participate in the pilot. The pilot
will provide the opportunity to obtain the experience needed to verify and complete the
international B-ISDN/ATM standards provided by the ATM Forum and the ITU. In
figure 18, a configuration of the European Pilot is depicted [Vries94].

Most operators have started a national pilot in parallel to the European pilot. On July
1st 1994, PTT Telecom NL started a national ATM pilot in cooperation with SURFnet
in which different broadband applications are tested in practice. This project will run
until the end of 1995. During the project a variety of new broadband services and
applications will be developed. The current operational and planned configuration of
the pilot network is shown in figure 19.
SURFnet bv. was the first customer for the Dutch national ATM pilot. This
organisation supplies advanced telematic services to the higher education and research
community in the Netherlands. It represents a large and innovative group of (nonbusiness) users. In order to deliver a new network for high speed communication
services, a partnership was started with PTT Telecom in December 1993. The pilot
network of PTT Telecom will be used for this purpose. At the first stage, ATM switches
were provided by PTT Telecom for two university locations in the netherlands
(SARA/Amsterdam and ACCUlUtrecht), see figure 19. During the second stage in 1995,
seven campus networks of other universities and research institutes were connected to
the network as well.
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Figure 18 Configuration of the European Pilot.
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Figure 19 Configuration of the national ATM pilot network.
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SURFnet plans to test the following applications and services during this project:
interactive visualisation of medical images, (desktop) video conferencing, PABX
interconnection, computational physics, and interactive consultation of medical experts.
Furthermore, various protocol implementations will be supported as IP over ATM, IP
over Ethernet, and IP over Frame Relay.
Another ATM pilot customer is the European Design Centre (EDC) in Eindhoven. This
high tech company provides CAD/CAM processing facilities to its customers. Using
broadband, EDC's customers can have real time access to EDC's CAD/CAM systems,
considerably speeding up the design and manufacturing process and avoiding the costineffective investment in powerful CAD/CAM systems.
Several organisations, both network providers and customers, are interested in the
performance of the operational ATM pilot. For the performance experiments equipment
and facilities of the ATM pilot are used, because this pilot provides the opportunity to
test the influence of certain parameters, traffic control functions and multiplexing on
the NP and QoS of real applications in practise.

7.3 Experiment equipment
7.3. 7 Experiment configuration

In the experiment configuration, depicted in figure 20, four data sources and/or
receivers are available, i.e. two EMMA Sun SPARCstations and two Silicon Graphics
Indy workstations.
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Figure 20 Experiment configuration.
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All workstations are connected to the GDC switch that will be deepened out in the next
paragraph. In order to perform measurements at ATM cell level, the HP tester or the
Police Function Board (PFB) can be used. This board is not installed in the GDC
switch, but in the PKI switch. Also the HP tester is only connected to the PKI switch.
The GDC switch is connected to the PKI switch via a 155 Mb/s link.

7.3.2 FORE GIA-l00 ATM Adapter

In order to connect the Silicon Graphics workstations to the ATM network, FORE GIA100 ATM Adapter cards are included. The FORE 100-series is the first generation of
ATM terminal adapters supplied by FORE Systems. The FORE GIA-lOO ATM Adapter
translates information of TCP/IP and OSI protocols to ATM cells via AAL3/4 and AAL5
and is equipped with a 100 Mb/s TAXI interface.

7.3.3 FORE SBA-200 ATM Adapter

The FORE 200-series is the second generation of ATM terminal adapters supplied by
FORE Systems. In the EMMA workstations the FORE SBA-200 ATM Adapter is
installed, that provides both AAL3/4 and AAL5 functions and features a peak rate
limitation function. The adapter cards use 100 Mb/s TAXI on their external ports,
providing cell based transmission at a cell rate of up to 235,849 cell/so

7.3.4 GDC APEX switch

The switch used for the experiments is called General DataComm APEX switch (GDC
switch) [GDC94J, [Dijk95l. The GDC APEX switch has been designed as an access or
local switch supporting many different types of interfaces towards the customer. The
switch consists of a central switch fabric surrounded with interface modules, as shown
in figure 20, 21.
Interface 1

Interface 1
f---------

Interface 2

----->C

Interface 3

Interface 2
Interface 3

switch fabric
Interface 4

Interface 4

Figure 21 General concept of the GDC APEX switch.
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The switch fabric routes ATM cells from the interface at the input side towards the
appropriate interface at the output side. The switch fabric in the APEX used in the
experiments has a throughput of 3.2 Gb/s. The number of interfaces and the amount of
traffic offered by each interface is limited. In the interfaces the relevant transmission
conversions are made in both directions. In the incoming direction, an input buffer is
included to accomplish rate adaption between the interface speed and the switch fabric.
The size of the input buffer is not specified.
As the switch fabric is barely loaded, these input buffers are not used and have no

effect on the results of the experiments. The number of cells arriving at the interface is
counted. This number is accessible via the interface control function (GDC Manager).
Also policing (UPC function) is implemented in the GDC switch, but this policing
function could not be used in the experiments.
In the outgoing direction, from switch fabric towards the interface, output buffering is
performed to allow for rate adaption between the high-speed switch fabric and the
output rate of the interface. Though the software and originally available
documentation suggested otherwise, the C-series cards are equipped with only a single
output buffer with a capacity of 31 cells. The number of cells that exit at the interface
is counted. This number is accessible via the interface control function (GDC Manager).
The originally available documentation [GDC94] suggested the presence of H-series
cards and a dual output buffer. CBR and high priority VBR traffic is placed into the
high priority 63 cell deep output buffer, while medium priority and Best Effort (low
priority) traffic is placed into an larger 1171 cell deep output buffer. Since some
experiments reported unexpected cell loss, the size of the output buffer has been
verified (see Annex D). For the experiments performed in these report, the GDC switch
has been equipped with C-series cards and thus a 31 cell deep output buffer. For future
experiments this might be improved.

7.4 Performance of UDP/IP over ArM
7.4. 1 Introduction

To gain experience with the equipment, the UNIX-commands and monitor utilities data
was first sent from EMMA2 to EMMA1 (VP=O, VC=32) via the GDC switch, as depicted
in figure 22.
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Figure 22 Data transport experiment.

Data is sent using a C program called udpt at EMMA1 and received by using udpr at
EMMA2. Information is sent in UDP/IP packets and the following parameters can be
specified in udpt:
•
•
•

The burst size's' (in bytes)
The interval between the bursts 't' (in micro-seconds)
The number of bursts 'n' to be transmitted (an integer)

These UDP/IP packets are translated into ATM cells by the AAL5 layer. This is
depicted in figure 23.
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ATM

_ U..s~ 'p~t~g!a_m __
___D~t!l~~m___
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---------(ell
----------

UDP
IP
AAL 5
ATM

Figure 23 Data transport via UDP / IP over ATM.

7.4.2 Translation of UDP datagrams into ATM cells

For the first experiment, the interval time between the burst is first set to 1 second
and 100 bursts are transmitted, while the burst size is varied. The MTU size is
maximal (default 9188 bytes [RFC1577D, so all data fits into one UDP datagram. This
way no attention has to be paid to the segmentation of data files into UDP datagrams.
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The goal is to examine how the burst size relates to the number of ATM cells that are
transmitted and whether this is conform the theory.
The results are given in the table 5.
• Table 5 Translation of UDP datagrams into ATM cells.
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It can be concluded that 36 bytes of overhead are added to the bursts and the total
number of bytes is put into cells with 48 information bytes. In case of a burst of 8172
bytes, for example, the number of bytes overhead included is 8208, which results in
8208/48 = 171 cells. When a larger burst (8173 bytes) is transmitted, this results in 172
cells. A total overhead of 36 bytes is conform the theory, since UDP adds an 8 bytes
trailer [1.363]. The burst size is limited to 9000 bytes; larger bytes are not transmitted
at all.

7.4.3 Segmentation of files into UDP datagrams

During this second experiment the segmentation of files into UDP datagrams and ATM
cells is examined. If the amount of data is smaller than the selected MTU size, the
AAL receives 28 bytes (20 bytes IP header + 8 bytes UDP header) plus the selected
amount of data (see previous experiment). Otherwise, the file is segmented into several
smaller UDP datagrams. This process will be examined in detail.
The maximum MTU size was set to 48 bytes, using the atmconfig utility. A small
MTU size forces the IP layer to fragment the IP datagram into many small IP packets.
The utility a tms ta t was used to monitor the number of cells and UDP datagrams sent
and received. The command. /udpt emma2 -n 1000 -t 1000000 -s # was used
with different values for the size parameter. The table below lists the number of cells
and UDP datagrams that resulted from the different amounts of data.
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• Table 6 Segmentation of files into UDP datagrams.
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The number of cells and UDP datagrams can be explained and are conform the theory.
A MTU size of 48 bytes leaves 20 bytes open for data (8 bytes UDP header and 20
bytes IP header), however, if an UDP datagram is segmented, its data portion must be
broken on 8 octet boundaries, according to [RFC791]. The last datagram can be filled
until the MTU size according to [RFC791], but the Berkeley implementation (Sun
TCP/IP sources) works differently and also breaks the last datagram on an 8 bytes
boundary. Then an 8 bytes AAL trailer is added to the UDP datagram and it is
segmented into ATM cells.
So a data size of 12 bytes gives one UDP datagram of 40 bytes and one completely
filled cell. Two cells and one UDP datagram are needed for a data size of 13 bytes. An
UDP datagram is completely filled for a 20 bytes data size, so for a 21 bytes data size
two UDP datagrams are necessary. In that case the first UDP datagram contains 8
bytes UDP header, 20 bytes IP header and 16 bytes of data which gives 2 ATM cells
and the second UDP datagram contains 20 bytes IP header and 5 bytes data, which
results in 1 cell. In total there are 2 UDP datagrams and 3 ATM cells, as shown in the
next figure.
For a 64 bytes data size, 3 UDP datagrams are needed; the first datagram is filled with
28 bytes overhead and 16 bytes data, which results in 2 cells and the second and third
datagram contain 20 bytes overhead and 24 bytes data, which both result in 2 cells
also. So in total there are 6 ATM cells. For every next 24 databytes a new UDP
datagram is needed. A UDP datagram is translated into one cell in case it contains 8 or
16 databytes and two cells when 24 databytes are included.
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Figure 24 IP fragmentation.

Because of the small MTU size the efficiency is very low; to send 9000 bytes, 751 cells
are needed, while for an MTU size of 8192 bytes only 189 cells are needed to send 9000
data bytes. The small MTU size was only set to explain the process of data
segmentation into UDP datagrams.

7.4.4 Throughput of UDP/IP over ATM

In order to examine the throughput of UDP/IP over ATM, a connection is set up
between EMMA1 and EMMA2 (VP=O and VC=32) and the burst size is taken large,
while the interval time will be very small (or zero). The following command is given at
EMMA2: . /udpt -n 30000 -8 8192 -t 0 emmal, so 234.38 MB are transmitted to
EMMAl. The experiment is repeated for the opposite direction, i.e. from EMMA1 to
EMMA2. The peak rate is unrestricted and the MTU size is varied.
Using a watch, the time to transmit this information is measured and the throughput
of UDP/IP over ATM is calculated. The throughput is defined as the file size divided by
the time needed to transmit this file. The results are given in table 7 and figure 25.
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• Table 7 Throughput and efficiency of UDP lIP over ATM.
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Figure 25 Throughput of UDP lIP over ATM versus MTU size.

It should be noted that the time measurements are done by hand and therefore not
very accurate. As can be seen in figure 25, the throughput of UDP/IP over ATM
decreases a lot when the MTU size is decreased. Apparently the throughput of UDP/IP
over ATM is lower for data sent from EMMA! to EMMA2 than for the opposite
direction. A reason for the throughput difference might be the fact that EMMA2 is a
SunSPARC 20 workstation, while EMMAI is only a (less powerful) SunSPARC 10
workstation.
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When the MTU size becomes smaller, the percentage of overhead becomes larger, more
cells are needed to transmit the same amount of d~ta and the efficiency becomes
smaller. Since more cells have to be transmitted, the throughput is expected to
decrease. The throughput based on the number of ATM cells assuming a workstation
transmits cells with 100 Mb/s, is also depicted in figure 25 as 'cell based' throughput.
However, the measured throughput decreases more than is expected on basis of the
extra number of cells.
A reason for this might be the workstation's processing delay. The processing delay
results in an interdatagram gap, which is the time needed by the workstation to
generate a UDP datagram, and an intercell gap, which is the time needed to translate
a UDP datagram into ATM cells. Using the measurements listed in table 7, the
interdatagram gap and the intercell gap are calculated for both EMMA1 and EMMA2.
This calculation is thoroughly described in Annex A. The intercell gap is respectively
1. 7 JIS for EMMA! and 63 ns for EMMA2, while the interdatagram gap is 110 llS for
EMMA1 and 90 JIS for EMMA2. This processing delay explains the curves of figure 25.
In figure 26 the throughput measurements are depicted, including the calculated
throughput taking the processing delay into account.
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Figure 26 Calculated throughput taking the processing time into account.

7.4.5 Throughput of UDP/IP over ATM versus the peak rate
The consequences of peak rate settings at the EMMA workstations for the throughput
of UDP/IP over ATM is examined, using the same experiment configuration as before.
Using the command udpt -n 50000 -t a -s 8192 emma1, 3.28 109 bits (50000 x
8192 x 8) of User Data is transferred from EMMA2 to EMMA1 and vice versa, while
the peak rate is varied between 87.3 Mb and 1 Mb. The consequences for the
throughput are depicted in table 8 and figure 27.
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• Table 8 The throughput of UDP / IP over ATM versus peak rate.
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Figure 27 The throughput of UDP /IP over ATM versus the peak rate.

100000 datagrams of 8192 bytes are generated, in order to increase the transfer time and
to increase the accuracy of the throughput measurements.
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The first issue to be noticed in table 8, is the unexpected decrease of the number of
received datagrams and cells when t_he peak rate is reduced, aCCQrding to monitor
utility atrnstat. However, no cell drops are reported and all transmitted cells are
received at EMMA1. Apparently, the User Data has been lost before the ATM cells are
transmitted, and monitored by atrnstat.
At the EMMA2 SunSPARC20 workstation, the information generation program udpt
will produce 50000 datagrams as fast as possible. In case of a peak rate of 80 Mb or
more, this amount of User Data can be transmitted immediately, but when the peak
rate is reduced, the FORE ATM card has to buffer the User Data temporarily in order
to meet the peak rate setting. When this buffer is exceeded, User Data is lost even
before atrnstat can monitor it. In order to solve this problem, it is desirable to
implement a control signal that notifies the source that the buffer is full and the data
generation should be stopped temporarily.
The throughput, listed in table 8, is calculated taking only the transmitted User Data
into account, i.e. (# datagrams x 8192 x 8)/time. Figure 27 shows that the measured
throughput is conform the set peak rate. Apparently, the maximal throughput is 81.92
Mb/s, when the start up and finish period are taken into account. Occasionally, at a
smaller time scale, a higher throughput can be reached.
In case this experiment is repeated with EMMA1 as source and EMMA2 as receiver,
cell drops are displayed by atrnstat at EMMA2 for a peak rate set lower than 80 Mb.
For a lower peak rate all cells are dropped according to atrnstat. Therefore no
throughput measurements are performed for this situation. The exact reason for the
cell drops is unknown and for further study.

7.4.6 Maximal throughput

For an MTU size of 8192 and maximal peak rate occasionally between 230,000 and
235,000 cells/s are received by EMMA1, not taking the start up and finish period into
account. This corresponds to a capacity of 97.5 to 99.6 Mb/s. So occasionally the link
capacity can almost completely be filled.
When information is sent from EMMA! to EMMA2 using the same settings, however,
occasionally only around 167,000 cells/s are received by EMMA2, which is 70.8 Mb/s.
So for some reason the link capacity can not be filled by EMMA1. The MTU size and
the peak rate were equal for both experiments. A reason for the throughput difference
might be the fact that EMMA2 is a SunSPARC 20 workstation, while EMMA1 is only a
SunSPARC 10 workstation.
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7.5 Performance of TCP/IP over ATM
7.5.1 Introduction

Using the same experiment configuration as in figure 22, the performance of TCPIIP
over ATM is measured. Information is sent in TCPIIP packets using a program called
ttcp -t, which contains the following parameters:
•
•

The length of buffers written to network 'l' (in bytes); default 1024
The number of buffers to send 'n' (an integer); default 1024

Information is received using ttcp -r, which contain similar parameters:
•
•
•

The length of the network read buffer 'l' (in bytes); default 1024
The number of buffers to receive 'n' (an integer); default 1024
Sink (discard) all data ('s')

An amount of n x 1 bytes is transmitted in TCP/IP segments as fast as possible
depending on the MTU size, peak rate and Cell Loss Ratio (CLR). The TCP/IP packets
are translated into ATM cells by the AAL5 layer. This is depicted in the following
figure.
User D15tll

User D15t.e
TCP
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AAL 5
ATM

__ .?':.g~e~~ ___
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ATM

Figure 28 Data transport via Tep / IP over ATM.

7.5.2 Translation of User Data into ATM cells for TCP/IP

The goal of the next experiment is to understand the segmentation of an amount of
User Data into IP datagrams and the translation of these IP datagrarns into ATM cells
in case of TCPIIP data transport.
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A data file of 30 106 bytes is sent from EMMA2 to EMMA1 using TCPIIP. The MTU
size is varied, while peak rate is unrestricted and no cell loss is introq\lced. The
average number of cells that is measured for a certain MTU size is depicted in table 9.
All measurements were repeated twice.
• Table 9 Expected and measured number of cells corresponding to the MTU size.
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The expected number of cells have been calculated as follows:
Both TCP and IP add a header of 20 bytes to a chunk of data, so in case of an MTU
size of 8192, only 8152 bytes can be occupied by data. To transmit 30 106 bytes, at least
3681 IP datagrams are needed. The AAL5 adds a trailer of 8 bytes, so (8192 + 8)148 =
171 ATM cells are sent per IP datagram. In total 171 x 3681 = 629451 cells are
expected. According to table 9, 629478 cells are measured, so 27 cells more are
measured then expected.
According to table 9, less cells are measured than expected on basis of the calculations
described before in case of the largest MTU size (9188 bytes). In fact this is strange,
since the number of cells calculated is supposed to be the minimal number of cells
possible, i.e. the number of cells in case all IP datagrams are filled completely. No solid
explanation is found yet to explain this difference.
In case of the other MTU sizes, however, more cells are measured than calculated.
Apparently not all IP datagrams were filled completely and therefore more cells were
needed. Every time this experiment is repeated a different number of cells is measured,
because TCPIIP is a dynamic protocol.
The difference between the calculated and measured cells is large for a MTU size of
512 bytes, but in this situation cell loss occurred, so cells had to be retransmitted (1108
drops). It is unknown yet, why cells got lost for this small MTU size.
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7.5.3 Throughput of TCP/IP over ATM
The throughput of TCP/IP over ATM is measured, while parameters like the MTU size,
the peak rate and the Cell Loss Ratio (CLR) are varied. Only one parameter is varied
for each experiment and the other parameters are kept constant. The experiment
configuration remains the same as above.
Using the command ttcp -t -s -n600 -150000 erruna2, 30 106 bytes is sent from
EMMAl to EMMA2 via the GDC switch. A similar command is used to sent 30 106
bytes from EMMA2 to EMMAl. Parameters like the send window, receive window, the
Maximum Segment Size are not taken into account, i.e. the send and receive window
are set maximal (50000 bytes) and the MSS is decided by the MTU size. After all data
is received, the number of bytes processed, the time needed to receive all data and the
throughput is displayed.

7.5.4 Throughput of TCP/IP over ATM versus the MTU size
During this experiment the throughput of TCPIIP over ATM is measured, while the
MTU size is varied between 9188 and 512 bytes. The peak rate is set to be unrestricted
and no cell loss is introduced. The number of cells received and the throughput is
displayed in table 10. Figure 29 shows the throughput versus the MTU size for both
TCPIIP and UDP/IP over ATM .
of TCPIIP over ATM versus the MTU size.
r• Table 10 The throughput
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Just as during the throughput measurement of UDPIIP, depicted in the same figure,
also the throughput of TCPIIP decreases more than expected on basis of the number of
extra transmitted cells. It is again assumed that the interdatagram gap is the cause of
the progressive decrease of the throughput when the MTU size decreases.
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Figure 29 The throughput versus MTU size for TCP and UDP.

Secondly a difference in throughput can be seen for data sent from EMMA1 towards
EMMA2 and the opposite direction. This had also already been noticed for the maximal
throughput for UDP/IP traffic (see paragraph 7.4.4). Again the difference in
workstation (a SunSPARC10 versus a SunSPARC20) is suspected to be the cause.
The throughput of TCP/IP over ATM is lower than the throughput for UDP/IP over
ATM for all MTU sizes. TCPIIP is a connection oriented protocol, and segments have to
be acknowledged before new segments are transmitted. Furthennore TCP contains
mechanisms to guarantee that data is error-free, complete and in sequence. Since all
this takes (processing) time, it makes sense that the throughput is lower than for
UDP/IP over ATM.
Using the measurements listed in table 10, the interdatagram gap and the intercell gap
can be calculated for TCP/IP over ATM. Similar calculations as described in Annex A,
result in an estimated intercell gap of 3.5 ps and an interdatagram gap of 253 ps for
this situation. No distinction is made between EMMAl and EMMA2 in this situation
since the difference between the measured throughput curves is small and the values of
the intercell gap and interdatagram gap are just estimated. In figure 30 the throughput
measurements are depicted, including the calculated throughput taking the estimated
processing delay into account (model).
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Figure 30 The measured throughput versus the estimated model.

1.5.5 Throughput of TCP/IP over ATM versus peak rate
The MTU size is set to 9188 bytes and no cell loss is introduced. Again 30 106 bytes is
sent from EMMA1 to EMMA2 and vice versa, while the peak rate is varied between
87.3 Mb and 2 Mb. Regardless of the set peak rate about 629,662 cells and 3291
datagrams are transferred. The consequences for the throughput can be seen in table
11 and figure 31.
• Table 11 The throughput of TCP / IP over ATM versus the peak rate.
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In order to increase the accuracy of the throughput measurements, the experiment is
repeated with a larger amount of data (200 106 bytes).
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Figure 31 The throughput of Tep lIP over ATM versus the peak rate.

As expected is the number of cells and datagrams sent approximately equal for all
measurements. The measured throughput is conform the set peak rate for lower peak
rate values. However, for a peak rate larger than about 45 Mb, the throughput
increases not much any more. Apparently, the throughput is limited by the
workstations. A small difference in throughput can be seen for data sent from EMMA1
towards EMMA2 and the opposite direction. Again the difference in workstation (a
SunSPARC10 versus a SunSPARC20) is suspected to be the cause.

7.5.6 Influence of Cell Loss on the throughput of Tep/IP over ATM
For this experiment the TCP/IP traffic is routed through both the GDC and the PKI
switch, since the Police Function Board is connected to the PKI switch (see figure 32).
An amount of 30 106 bytes User Data is sent from EMMA1 towards EMMA2 (VP=O,
VC=32), using the command ttcp -t -5 -n600 -150000 emma2. The Cell Loss "Ratio (CLR) is varied using the PFB (CLR is 0, 10-6 , 10-5, 10-4, 10-3 and 2 10-3 ) and for
each CLR the MTU is modified between 9188 and 512 bytes. The throughput and the
number of cells and PDUs received and dropped are measured using the monitor utility
atmstat. The meaning of 'cell drops' in atmstat is explained in Annex B. To achieve a
CLR of 2 10'3, the splash and Bucket Limit (BLM) at the PFB are set to 32 and 32 x
498 = 159362. Then 499 cells pass the PFB and the next cell is discarded.
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Figure 32 Cell loss experiment configuration.

The results of the experiment are depicted in figure 33 and for more details the
numerical results are listed in table C.l.
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Figure 33 Throughput of TCP / IP over ATM versus Cell Loss.
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For a CLR of 10-3 and 2 10-3 a file of 106 bytes is sent from EMMA1 towards EMMA2,
using the command ttcp -t -5 -n20 -150000 enuna2, because sending larger files
takes a very long time. Therefore the number of cells differs a lot from the other
measurements. As seen before, the throughput decreases rapidly when the MTU size is
decreased. Secondly, the throughput also rapidly decreases when cell loss occurs.
For a CLR of 10-4 or more, the MTU size does not matter any more and the throughput
is 3 Mb/s or less (see figure 34). For a CLR of 10-5 the highest throughput is reached for
an MTU size of 8192 bytes in stead of 9188 bytes.
When cell loss occurs, a total segment has to be retransmitted. When segment loss is
discovered, the fast retransmit and fast recovery algorithms will be performed. Using
the data in table C.1, an estimation for the extra delay due to segment loss is
performed. The difference in transfer delay, at measurements with identical MTU sizes
but different CLR values (see table C.1), is divided by the number of retransmitted
datagrams.
It is estimated that each segment loss causes an extra delay of about 0.9 to 1 second.
For example, when the MTU is 9188 bytes, the calculation of the extra delay is
extra delay =

72

Tclrol0-' - T clr _O
number of retransmitted segments

65 - 5 '-' 0.92 s
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This extra delay due to segment loss causes the rapid decrease of throughput. When
large amount of User Data has to be retransmitted, the extra transfer delay has to be
taken into account. However, this is just an estimation of the extra delay due to cell
loss.
In [Dijk95] the theoretical curve of the TCP/IP throughput versus the cell loss is
depicted, taking an estimated extra delay due to cell loss of 1 second into account (see
also figure 35). The theoretical curves complies with the measured throughput curves,
so the estimated extra delay due to cell loss is correct.
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Figure 35 Measured and modeled curves of throughput versus Cell Loss.

In this paragraph, the overall (added) extra delay is just estimated. Using the HP
tester the traffic stream at ATM cell level can be monitored and the separate influence
of each TCP algorithm might be distinguished. This is for further study.
During this experiment the RTT was only 1 ms, but when the RTf becomes larger, it is
expected that the influence of cell loss becomes even larger, since the time to recognize
segment loss and the slow start or congestion avoidance period become larger.
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7.6 Influence of extra traffic parameters on the throughput of rep/IP over ArM
In the previous paragraphs the only traffic parameter that has been considered was the
peak rate. In case of CBR traffic the peak rate is the only parameter, but for VBR
traffic also the Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR) and the Burst Tolerance (BT) have to be
considered. The influence of including the SCR and the BT in the policing scenario on
the throughput of TCP/IP over ATM is examined.
Data is transferred from EMMA2 to EMMAl via the GDC switch and the PKI switch,
see figure 32. The values for PCR, SCR and BT are set at the PFB connected to the
PKI switch, while at the workstations only a peak rate is set. The principle of the
policing scenario, including SCR and BT is depicted in figure 36. A bucket is filled with
the transfer rate (maximally the peak rate) and emptied with the SCR. The size of the
bucket is BT and when this value is exceeded, information is lost.

Rate
(max peak rate)

Figure 36 Policing principle using Burst Tolerance and Sustainable Cell Rate.

The source will transmit information and the TCP protocol will increase its send
window every time an ACK is received. The source will send at the set peak rate until
the BT is reached. Then the policing function will discard all cells until the SCR is
achieved.
When cells are discarded, the source will wait for an ACK and finally time out. TCP's
flow control mechanism will decrease the send window until the SCR is reached and
cells can pass the PFB again, i.e. EMMAl receives segments again. The transmitter
will receive ACKs and the send window is increased until the BT is reached again. Due
to the activities of TCP, it is expected that the throughput is less than the SCR. The
influence of the value of the BT, MTU and peak rate compared to SCR is examined.
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7.6.1 The throughput of TCP/IP over ATM versus the Burst Tolerance

The peak rate at the EMMA workstations is set at 10 Mh. At the PFB, the peak rate is
also set at 10 Mh (L=4, 8=225, BLM=3616) and the 8CR is set at 3 Mb (L=I, 8=187).
The BT is varied between 400 and 12800 cells and also the MTU is changed between
512 and 9188 bytes. Using the command ttcp -t -5 -nlOO -150000 emmal, an
amount of 50 106 bytes of User Data is transmitted from EMMA2 to EMMAl. The
number of cells, datagrams, drops, the transfer delay and the throughput are
measured. The results are shown in the next figures, while the numerical results are
listed in table B.2. In figure 37, the throughput of TCP/IP over ATM (in Kb/s) versus
the BT (in cells) is plotted for several MTU sizes. Also the throughput of TCP/IP over
ATM (in kb/s) is plotted as function of the MTU size (in bytes) for several values of the
BT in figure 38.
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Figure 37 The throughput versus the Burst Tolerance for several MTU sizes.

It can be concluded that the throughput of TCP/IP over ATM decreases rapidly when
the Burst Tolerance is decreased, regardless the MTU size. The throughput never
reaches the 8CR of 3 Mb as expected. The number of dropped cells increase rapidly as
the Burst Tolerance is decreased (see table C.2). Apparently, the TCP mechanisms and
operations cause extra delay so the throughput is decreased.
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Figure 38 The throughput versus the MTU size for several BT values.

In figure 38 the throughput fluctuates as function of the MTU size. The throughput
heavily depends on whether an equilibrium-state is reached quickly or not. When after
a short time, the TCP protocol at the transmitter has reached a steady state, every
second the same amount of cells is transmitted and the throughput is relatively high.
However, the opposite situation occurs when the transmitter sends a large amount of
cells, then a large percentage is discarded and as a result, the next few seconds no cells
are transmitted. Mer some time a segment is transmitted successfully, which is
followed by a large burst of cells. A steady state is never reached and the throughput is
relatively low. Which situation is reached, (equilibrium or not) probably depends on the
set MTU size and the BT. However, the exact reason is still unknown and for further
study.

7.6.2 The influence of the peak rate on the throughput for extra traffic parameters

Again the same experiment configuration is used, including the PFB. At the PFB the
peak rate is set to 10 Mh, the SCR is 3 Mb and the BT is 3200 cells. Also the same
amount of User Data is transferred from EMMA2 to EMMAI and at the EMMA
workstations the MTU size is set to 8192 bytes, while the peak rate is varied between 3
and 10 Mh. The influence of the difference between the peak rate of the source and the
SCR at the PFB on the throughput is examined. The results are depicted in table 12
and figure 39.
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• Table 12 The throughput of TCP / IP over ATM versus peak rate for extra traffic parameters.
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Figure 39 Peak rate influences on the throughput for VBR traffic parameters.

The highest throughput is achieved in case the peak rate at the EMMA workstations is
equal to the SCR. In that case no cells are discarded by the PFB, since the BLM is
never reached. When the peak rate of the workstations is increased, the throughput
decreases. For higher peak rates, larger bursts of cells can be send, but the PFB will
discard some cells and the TCP actions cause a decrease in throughput.
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Regarding the experiments in paragraph 7.6.1 and 7.6.2, it can be concluded that
policing with extra traffic parameters is not sensible for bulk data transport. Policing
with the peak rate only gives a better performance than taking the SCR and the BT
into account.
For smaller amounts of User Data, i.e. smaller than the BT, this way of policing can be
beneficial. Suppose a number of small files, pictures for example, has to be transferred
with some interval period. When the small files fit into the BT, a file can be sent at
peak rate every time, while a lower SCR has been set.

7.7 Experiment results and conclusions
In this chapter a large number of ATM network experiments is described and analyzed.
The experiment results and the conclusions are listed in this paragraph.

Performance of UDPIIP and TCPIIP over ATM
•
The segmentation of User Data into UDP datagrams or TCP segments and the
translation into ATM cells via AAL5 is examined in detail and complies with the
Recommendations and RFCs.
•

The throughput of UDP/IP traffic over ATM is conform the peak rate settings at
the workstation. The maximal throughput is about 80 Mb/s, even for higher peak
rate settings.

•

At a small time scale, not during the start up or finish period, the maximal
throughput ofUDP/lP traffic over ATM with the SunSPARC20 EMMA2
workstation as source is significantly higher than with the SunSPARC10 EMMA!
workstation as source (98.6 Mb/s versus 70.8 Mb/s).

•

In case of data transport via UDP/IP or TCP/IP over ATM, using smaller
datagrams (smaller MTU size) results in a more rapid decrease of the throughput
than is expected on base of the extra amount of overhead and ATM cells. This is
caused by the extra processing time needed to generate the datagrams and ATM
cells. A specification of this processing time is given in Annex A.

•

For both UDP/IP and TCP/IP over ATM, the largest MTU size results in the
highest throughput in case no cell loss occurs.

•

The throughput of TCPIIP traffic over ATM is conform the peak rate settings at
the workstation only for low values (less than 45 Mb/s). For higher peak rate
settings the maximal throughput remains about 45 Mb/s. So the throughput of
TCP/IP over ATM is significantly lower than the throughput ofUDP/lP over ATM.
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Influence of cell loss on the throughput of TCPIIP over ATM
•
In case cell loss occurs, the throughput of TCP/IP over ATM decreases more
quickly than is expected on base of the number of retransmitted cells. Due to TCP
algorithms about 0.9 to 1 second extra delay is introduced when cell loss occurs.
•

In case of a Cell Loss Ratio larger than 10-6 , the throughput of TCP/IP over ATM
decreases significantly.

•

For a Cell Loss Ratio of 10-5 , an MTU size of 8192 bytes gives a better
performance than larger MTU sizes. The MTU size is nonessential in case the
Cell Loss Ratio becomes 10-4 or more.

Influence of extra traffic parameters on the throughput of TCPIIP over ATM
•
Including extra traffic parameters besides the peak rate, like SCR and BT, in the
policing scenario is not sensible for bulk data transport.
•

The highest throughput is achieved in case the peak rate at the EMMA
workstations equals to the SCR. In that case no cells are discarded by the PFB,
since the BLM is never reached. When the peak rate of the workstations is
increased, the throughput decreases. For higher peak rates, larger bursts of cells
can be send, but the PFB will discard some cells and the TCP actions cause a
decrease in throughput.

•

When extra traffic parameters are included in the policing scenario, the
throughput of TCP/IP over ATM decreases quickly when the BT value is
decreased, regardless of the MTU size. Only for large BT values (more than 12800
cells), the throughput can come close to the set SCR.
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8.1

Introduction
In the previous chapter, ATM network experiments are performed without multiplexing
being involved. Next a number of multiplex experiments is described and analyzed. The
overall goal of these multiplex experiments is to examine the usefulness of statistical
multiplexing for TCPIIP and UDPIIP traffic. Furthermore the influence of multiplexing
on the NP and QoS will be examined. When a number of sources is multiplexed, the
overall and individual performance can be measured and will be compared to the
performance of a single TCP/IP or UDPIIP traffic source in chapter 6.
First two UDP/IP data streams containing small bursts are multiplexed. The GDC
switch used for these multiplex experiments was assumed to contain an output buffer
of 1171 cells deep. However, in Annex D this buffer length is measured, which resulted
in a buffer of only 31 cells deep. For multiplex experiments such buffer is too small,
since cell loss will often occur.
In the near future the present C series cards in the GDC switch will be replaced by H
series cards, containing a dual output buffer of 63 and 1171 cells. Another solution is to
include the ATC in the experiment configuration. Once the buffer problem is solved, a
number of useful multiplex experiments can be performed. In the last paragraph these
future experiments are described in theory only and it is recommended to perform
them later.

8.2 Multiplexing UDP messages without peak rate limitation
The first multiplex experiment that is performed, includes the multiplexing of two
sources into a link. The experiment configuration is given in figure 40. Two sources,
EMMA2 and Silicon2, send UDP messages that are transmitted using ATM. The traffic
is multiplexed into a 100 Mb/s link by the GDC switch and received by EMMAl.
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Figure 40 Multiplex experiment configuration.

The sources contain no peak rate limitation functionalities, so two data streams with a
peak rate of 100 Mb/s are multiplexed to a link of also 100 Mb/s. In case the total input
should temporarily exceed this output rate, the buffer in the GDC switch will
temporarily store the extra cells. However, cells that can not be stored in this buffer
will be lost. The goal of this experiment is to examine the influence of the burst sizes
and time intervals between the bursts on the amount of cell loss.
At EMMA2 bursts are generated using udpt, so the burst size and interval between
the bursts can be varied. For Silicon2 a similar program, called spray, is used that has
the following parameters:
•
•
•

The burst size 'l' (in bytes)
The interval between the bursts 'd' (in micro-seconds)
The number of bursts 'c' to be transmitted (an integer)

8.2.1 Multiplexing of small bursts with large time inteNals

First small bursts with large time intervals are multiplexed into a link. Then the burst
length is increased, and also the interval times are increased, i.e. the average cell rate
is not changed. The probability of cell loss due to buffer overflow is expected to be
small. At Silicon2 the command spray -c 50000 -1 8192 -d 1000000 emma1 is
given, which results in a burst of 171 cells once per second.
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At EMMA2 a burst of 23 cells once per second are generated using udpt -n 50000 -t
1000000 -s 1024 emmal. EMMA1 receives 194 cells per second and no cells are
dropped.
Now the burstlength and the interval time at EMMA2 are doubled, so the ACR at
EMMA2 remains about 23 cells/s, while the command at the Silicon2 is not changed.
The results are listed in the table 13.
• Table 13 Multiplexing of small bursts with large intervals coming from two sources.
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Multiplexing two sources that generate small bursts with large time intervals results
in no cell loss. This result corresponds with the expectations, since the probability that
two bursts arrive at the GDC switch exactly at the same time is very small. Besides,
the cells in a burst are not transferred back-to-back, since an intercell gap exits (see
Annex B) and this is seen during measurements at ATM cell level ([Dijk95D. In the
empty spots between the cells, temporarily buffered cells can be transported.
The interval times are more than large enough to empty the buffer.
However, since the buffer size is only 31 cells, cell loss can occur when two larger
bursts are multiplexed and arrive exactly at the same time. During this measurement
period (about 5 minutes) no cell loss occurred.

8.2.2 Multiplexing of small bursts with small time intervals

A similar multiplexing experiment is performed, but the Average Cell Rate (ACR) of
the EMMA2 and Silicon2 workstation are increased compared to 8.2, 8.2.1. The burst
sizes remain approximately the same, while the time intervals between the bursts are
decreased. Now the probability that two bursts arrive at the switch at the same time or
at least have some overlap has increased.
Using the command spray -c 10000 -1 5000 -d 100000 emma1, Silicon2
generates bursts of 5000 bytes (105 cells) with an interval of 0.1 second, so the ACR is
1050 cells/so The results are listed in table 14.
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_Table 14 Multiplexing of bursts with a larger ACR coming from two sources.
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When bursts of more than 44 cells are multiplexed with bursts of 105 cells, one drop of
255 respectively 218 cells occurs. For smaller bursts no cell loss occurs, even though
the cells received per second is equal. Thus, in order to avoid cell loss during
multiplexing, one should send small bursts more frequently; this is called smoothing,
spacing or peak rate limitation. The cell loss occurs for small bursts already since the
buffer in the GDC switch is only 31 cells deep. In case a larger buffer than 31 cells is
implemented in the switch, larger bursts with smaller interval times can be
multiplexed. It is useless to execute other multiples experiments with this
configuration. Either a larger buffer should be implemented or another solution for the
buffer problem has to be found. When these problems are solved, the multiplex
experiments should be continued and therefore a number of interesting future
experiments is described in the next paragraph.

8.3 Future multiplex experiments
Due to the presently small buffer in the GDC switch, the multiplex experiments could
not be performed. In case the H-series cards are implemented in the GDC switch a
larger buffer can be used for multiplex experiments. Another solution is to connect an
Adaptive Traffic Controller (ATC), [Wa195bJ, to a switch and to use this shaper as
multiplexing buffer (see figure 41). Since the interfaces at the ATC did not match with
the interfaces at the GDC or PKI switch, these experiments could not be performed.
However, in future, the technical problems might be solved and the following multiplex
experiments are recommended to perform.
The output capacity of the ATC and the buffer size in the ATC can be controlled. The
GDC and PKI switch contain a small output buffer, so the peak rate of the sources
should be limited to avoid cell loss in the switches. Two SunSPARC workstations and
two Silicon Graphics workstations are connected to the GDC switch, while four PC's
can be used as data sources or receiver at the PKI switch.
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Figure 41 Multiplex experiment configuration using the ATe.

In order to employ the Silicon Graphics workstations for multiplex experiments, new
ATM adapter cards including peak rate limitation have to be implemented. Otherwise
cell loss will already occur in the GDC switch. The PC's can only generate traffic with a
peak rate of about 4 Mb/s.

8.3. 1 Multiplexing UDP messages
Using the new multiplex experiment configuration in figure 41, the previous
multiplexing of UDP messages is be repeated. Only this time more sources can be used,
the buffer size and the output capacity can be varied. First two sources (EMMA1 and
EMMA2) with a peak rate of 40 Mb/s are multiplexed, while the buffer size in the ATe
is maximal (i.e. 30,000 cells) and the output capacity is the sum of the peak rates (80
Mb/s). Then the output capacity is decreased and the MTU size is varied. The overall
and individual throughput and the amount of cell loss is measured. This experiment is
repeated for smaller buffers, e.g. 1171 cells as in the H-series cards of the GDC switch
and about 400 cells, so that maximally 2 datagrams can be buffered.

8.3.2 MUltiplexing

rep messages

The experiment configuration remains the same (see figure 41), only this time TCP
messages are multiplexed. Now cell loss due to multiplexing initiates retransmissions
of complete segments (large number of cells). Again first two sources are multiplexed
with a peak rate of 40 Mb/s. In paragraph 7.5.5 is concluded that for peak rates below
45 Mb/s the throughput is still conform the set peak rate.
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For higher peak rates the throughput is limited by the workstations. The output
capacity of the ATC is set to 80 Mb/s (peak rate allocation), while the MTU size is
varied. Also the buffer size is varied between the maximal value (30,000 cells), the
buffer size of the GDC switch (1171 cells) and a small buffer (about 400 cells). The
transfer delay and throughput are measured. It is expected that the throughput is
identical as in paragraph 7.5.5.
When the output capacity of the ATC is decreased to 40 Mb/s, while at the sources
nothing has changed, the throughput is expected to decrease. It is expected that the
throughput will decrease more than 50% when the output capacity is halved. Cell loss
will occasionally occur and initiate retransmissions of complete segments, window sizes
will decrease and TCP algorithms are performed. These actions cause extra delay, so
the throughput will decrease extra. The influence of the output capacity value of the
ATC on the throughput is examined.
Next, the number of sources is extended to 6 sources, including the PC's in the
experiment. First the capacity is divided homogeneously, so the peak rate at the
workstations is set to the PC's peak rate (4 Mb/s). The output capacity of the ATC is
set to 24 Mb/s and slowly decreased, while the MTU size is varied again. This is also
repeated for smaller buffers.
Secondly the capacity is divided inhomogeneously over the sources; the EMMA
workstations produces data with a peak rate of 20 Mb/s, while the peak rate at the
PC's is only 4 Mb/s. The output capacity at the ATC is 56 Mb/s and slowly decreased,
while the MTU size is varied again. The throughput is measured, and the difference
between a homogeneous and inhomogeneous distribution of the output capacity of the
ATC is analyzed.
To examine the usefulness of real statistical multiplexing, the number of traffic sources
in these experiments is still insufficient. Maybe other traffic sources that are connected
to the PKI switch, like HDTV monitors, video monitors, the FDDI LAN and the NISDN gateway, can be included in the experiment configuration.
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recommendations

In this chapter the conclusions are presented together with a number of
recommendations in the form of a list of several items that can be used for further
study.

9. 1 Conclusions
In this report the performance of TCP/IP over an operational ATM network is
examined. Experience has been gained with the available ATM equipment and ATM
traffic control utilities. The segmentation of User Data into UDP datagrams or TCP
segments and the translation into ATM cells via AAL5 is examined in detail and are
conform Recommendation 1.363 and RFC 791.
Generally, it can be concluded that, for sufficiently low peak rate settings at the data
source, a large MTU size, and a low Cell Loss Ratio, the throughput of UDP/IP and
TCP/IP over ATM complies with the expectations based on theoretical considerations.
However, for high peak rate settings at the data source, the throughput becomes lower
than expected. This is not caused by the principle of TCP/IP and UDP/IP over ATM,
but by the limited processing power of the workstations in stead. The throughput of
UDP/IP over ATM is significantly higher than the throughput of TCP/IP over ATM for
high peak rate settings, since less processing power is required for the UDP protocol.
When the MTU size is decreased significantly, the throughput of both UDP/IP and
TCP/IP over ATM diminishes more than is expected based on the extra amount of
overhead and the total number of transmitted cells.
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Furthermore, the throughput of TCP/IP over ATM decreases seriously, in case the Cell
Loss Ratio exceeds 10'6·. The impact of smaller MTU sizes and cell loss on the
throughput is caused by extra processing delay, consisting of the interdatagram gap,
intercell gap and an extra delay component due to cell loss. Values for these delay
components are estimated and can be employed in order to offer reliable TCP/IP
connections over ATM in the near future.
Including extra traffic parameters, like Sustainable Cell Rate and Burst Tolerance,
besides the peak rate in the policing scenario is not sensible for bulk data transport.
However, for the transport of small amounts of data (like pictures) that fit into the
Burst Tolerance, this way of policing may be favourable.
No thorough conclusions can be drawn about the usefulness of statistical multiplexing
for UDP or TCP data streams, since the proper experiments could not be performed.
The available output buffer of 31 cells in the GDC switch is too small to perform
statistical multiplexing.

9.2 Items for further study
General open issues

•

In this report the performance of data transfer applications using TCP/IP over
ATM is examined. However, the performance might be improved when a new
data transfer protocol especially for ATM is designed, or the TCP/IP suite is
adapted to ATM.
One of the causes of the rapid performance decrease of TCP/IP over ATM when
cell loss occurs, is the slow start algorithm of TCP. This algorithm is implemented
in TCP to initiate data flow and avoid congestion in the network (see paragraph
5.5.2). However, since ATM is connection oriented and sufficient bandwidth
should be allocated, the slow start algorithm might be redundant. This is for
further study. It should be noted that the CLR in the performed experiments was
constant. In practise, when congestion occurs, the CLR will decrease after TCP
has reduced the traffic load.

•

In this report the throughput is considered to be the amount of User Data arrived
at the receiver divided by the transfer time, i.e. an QoS parameter. For the
network operator, however, it is also interesting to examine the total amount of
User Data transferred through the network.

This is no random cell loss, but one in every million cells is intentionally discarded.
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Due to retransmissions this amount of User Data might differ from the received
amount of User Data and the network provider's point of view on the throughput
might differ from the user's experience. The network provider's point of view on
the throughput is a parameter of the performance of the network and is
important for an efficient exploitation of an ATM network. In this case, tariffing
is also an interesting subject that should be further examined. The customer will
only pay for the received amount of User Data, while the network provider has
transferred a possibly larger amount of User data.

Open issues based on the performed experiments
•

In paragraph 7.5.6, the influence of Cell Loss on the throughput of TCP/IP over
ATM is considered. The overall extra delay due to Cell Loss is estimated to be
around 0.9 seconds. Using the HP tester a trace at ATM cell level can be
monitored and the influence of each TCP algorithm separately can be
distinguished. This way the influence of each TCP algorithm on the throughput
can be deepened out.

•

The cell loss experiments of paragraph 7.5.6 should be repeated for larger RTTs,
e.g. a connection can be set up between Leidschendam and Sweden. It is expected
that the influence of cell loss on the throughput of TCP/IP over ATM becomes
larger, since it takes more time to receive ACKs and therefore the slow start, fast
retransmit and fast recovery algorithms are slowed down.

•

The cell loss in the experiments of paragraph 7.5.6 occurred not randomly, but
was initiated by the PFB. In case the CLR is set to be 10'3, each time one cell is
discarded after 999 cells have passed. In practise, however, cell loss is mainly
caused by buffer overflow and will therefore occur in groups. Since AAL5 discards
all cells belonging to a datagram when cells are lost, the loss of a group of cells
belonging to one datagram will have the same performance degradation as the
loss of one cell, while the CLR might be much higher. For example, a situation
with a CLR of 10.6 where one in a million cells is lost and a situation with a CLR
of 10-4 where a group of 100 cells belonging to the same datagram in a million
cells is lost, have the same performance degradation. In future cell loss
experiments this should be kept in mind.

•

The MTU size at IP layer was limited to 9188 bytes during the performed
experiments, but in future this maximal MTU size might be increased in order to
improve the throughput of TCP/IP over ATM. The advantage of larger MTU sizes
is that less datagrams are needed to transfer an amount of User Data, which
results in less interdatagram gaps and therefore less processing time. The
disadvantage is, however, that the influence of cell loss on the throughput will
increase.
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The efficiency will not significantly be improved in case of larget MTU sizes, since
an MTU of 9188 bytes already results in an efficiency of 89.9%, while ATM has a
maximal efficiency of 90.6%.
•

In case extra traffic parameters are considered, like in paragraph 7.6, the
throughput is relatively high when an equilibrium state is reached and low when
this steady state is never reached. Which state is reached, equilibrium or not,
might depend on the set MTU size and the BT. However, the exact reason is still
unknown and for further study.

•

In paragraph 8.3 a number of future multiplex experiments is described. When
the ATC or the H series cards in the GDC switch are available, these proposed
experiments can be performed and analyzed.

Recommendations regarding the available equipment at KPN Research
during the ATM network experiments
•

The C series cards in the GDC switch only contain a 31 cells deep output buffer.
For a number of experiments and surely for multiplex experiments, this output
buffer is too small and therefore it is desirable to implement the H series cards
soon. The H series cards contain two independent output buffers of 63 and 1171
cells deep.

•

The FORE 100 ATM cards at the Silicon Graphics workstations cause cell drops
when large bursts are received. Therefore these ATM cards should be replaced by
FORE 200 ATM cards.

•

For data transmission using UDP and low peak rate settings at the EMMA
workstation used as source, User Data is lost. The limited buffer in the FORE
200 ATM card (64 KB) is suspected to be the cause. The workstation will generate
the User Data as fast as possible, but the ATM FORE 200 card has to buffer data
in order to comply with the set peak rate. It is desirable to implement a control
signal that notifies the source that the buffer is full and the data generation has
to be stopped temporarily. Probably this should be implemented in the C program
udpt used to generate the User Data.

•

The Silicon Graphics workstations contain no C compiler and therefore can not
run the C programs udpt, udpr and ttcp, like the SunSPARC stations
(EMMAs). This might become a problem during multiplex experiments.
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•

An improved user interface of the Police Function Board in order to simplify the
use of the PFB is recommendable. For choosing a policing scenario and setting a
CLR value, the help of an experienced PFB user is needed.

•

The connection management and the management of the switches should become
less complex. The GDC switch contains a GDC Manager that is used to establish
a connection. However, a large number of steps have to be taken before a
connection is set up in the switch or before a connection is changed. This can be
facilitated using a management application (like for example NMS3000).

•

The communication between all projects using the same experiment equipment
should be improved. When a number of experiments is performed at the same
time, the experiments might affect each other and thus decrease the accuracy of
the measurements. Therefore the required equipment should be reserved (only for
the actual experiment period) and the other project-members should be informed.
Since experiments are executed often via a remote login, a warning should be
displayed at the terminal of the workstations.

•

Sufficient test equipment should become available, including a HP tester
containing Cell Protocol Processor (CPP) modules in order to make traces at ATM
cell level.

•

In order to examine the usefulness of statistical multiplexing, a large number of
data sources is necessary. With the available number of sources in chapter 8
probably only an indication of the usefulness can be given.
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Annex A Calculation of workstation's processing time
In figure 25 the throughput of UDP/IP over ATM decreases rapidly when the MTU size
is decreased. It is expected that the processing delay of the workstations EMMA! and
EMMA2 is the cause of this decrease. The processing delay consist of the
interdatagram gap, which is the time needed by the workstation to generate a UDP
datagram and the intercell gap, which is the time needed to translate a UDP datagram
into ATM cells, see figure 42.
Using the measurements of paragraph 7.4.4, an estimation of the interdatagram gap
and the intercell gap is made for both workstations.
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Figure A.I Interdatagram gap (T,) and Intercell gap (T).

In paragraph 7.4.6 the maximal throughput measured for respectively the EMMA2 and
EMMA! workstation appears to be about 98.6 Mb/s and 70.8 Mb/s in stead of the
theoretical value of 100 Mb/s. Using these measured bit rates and the number of cells,
the intercell gap can be calculated for EMMA! and EMMA2, see table A.I.
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• Table A 1 Calculation of the intercell gap.
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is the minimal theoretical transfer delay, based on a bit rate of 100 Mb/s. In this
case no intercell gap occurs, so all cells lay back-to-back. In practise, however, for
EMMAl and EMMA2 another bit rate is measured and this results in a different
transfer delay (TEl and T E2)' that can be calculated based on the measured number of
Ttheory

cells; expected transfer delay ~ number of c~lls x 53 x 8
max bit rate

The difference between
intercell gap

~

Ttheory

T
- T .
theory
E
number of cells
1

and
,i

=

TEl

or

T E2

is the cell processing delay, so

1,2

According to the values in table A.l, the intercell gap is respectively 1. 70 JIS for
workstation EMMAl and 63 ns for workstation EMMA2.
Performing a similar calculation, the interdatagram gap for EMMAl and EMMA2 can
be determined; interdatagram gap ~

TE i - T me •• ur•
number of datagrams

,i

~ 1,2

The difference between this expected transfer delay. based on the measured bit rates
(TEl and T E2) and the measured transfer delay is the processing time needed to
generate the datagrams. The average time needed to generate one datagram is
calculated to be about 90 JIS for EMMA2 and about 110 JIS for EMMAl, see table A.2.
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Calculation of workstation's processing time

• Table A.2 Calculation of the interdatagram gap.
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Finally, it is verified that the measurement results comply with estimated intercell gap
and interdatagram gap, see table A.3. The transfer delay now is based on the theoretical 100 Mb/s bit rate.
• Table A.3 Calculated versus measured transfer delays for EMMA2.
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Table A.3 shows that the calculated delay, which is the transfer delay at 100 Mb/s rate
+ interdatagram gap + intercell gap, complies to the measured delay for the EMMA2
workstation. A similar verification is performed for EMMA 1 with a positive result.
So it can be concluded that the processing time of EMMAI workstation causes an
interdatagram gap of 110 llS and an intercell gap of 1. 7 llS. Similarly, the processing
time of EMMA2 workstation causes an interdatagram gap of 90 llS and an intercell gap
of 63 ns.
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Annex B Cell drops in atmstat
In the previous experiments atmstat occasionally displayed a number of cell drops,
but it is unknown what cell drops exactly indicates.
The monitor utility atmstat -5 faO 1 displays statistics about AAL5 traffic per
second at the FORE Systems' ATM device driver. The fields of atmstat are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Output cells: Number of cells transmitted by the ATM device driver.
Input cells: Number of cells received by the ATM device driver.
Drops: Number of cells dropped.
CS-PDUs: Number of PDUs to (input) or from (output) CS-sublayer.
Pay-CRC: Number of cells (AAL4) or CS-PDUs (AAL5) received with bad
payload CRC.
Congestn: Number of AAL5 CS-PDUs dropped due to cells lost or gained as a
result of network congestion.

The number of dropped cells can be interpreted in two ways and at the moment it is
unknown what drops indicates exactly.
Suppose one burst of 10 cells is sent and 2 cells get lost. At the receiver side an error
check is performed, cell loss is detected and the segment will be discarded. Atmstat
can either display 10 dropped cells (the expected number of cells) or 8 cells (number of
the received and discarded cells). In the latter, drops is not equal to the lost cells in
total. However, also the former explanation has its disadvantages. In case the trailer of
a segment is lost, the receiver will wait for the next trailer to arrive, so a segment of 19
cells is received. Then a eRC is performed and the data will be discarded. In this case,
a tms ta t will display 10 dropped cells, while in fact 2 segments (20 cells) are dropped.
Another question is whether received and discarded cells are counted as input cells
or not. An answer to these questions will be found for both the EMMA and the Silicon
Graphics workstations.

Experiment at the EMMA workstations
This has been checked performing a simple experiment (see figure B.1).
EMMA1 sends an UDP message of 172 cells once per second to EMMA2, using the
command udpt -n 10 -t 1000000 -s 8192 emma2. The UDP traffic is routed
through the PKI switch, because the Police Function Board (PFB) is connected to this
switch. At the PFB, the splash and Bucket Limit (BLM) are set to 32 and
32x498=159362, which results in a CLR of 2 10-3 • Now 499 cells are passed and 1 cell is
discarded.
The results of atmstat are displayed in table B.1.
Only for use within KPN and Eindhoven University of Technology
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Figure B.1 Drops in atmstat at the EMMA workstations.
• Table B.1 AAL5 statistics.
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Apparently atrnstat displays the number of expected cells in a segment as drops in
case one cell is discarded. The dropped cells are not registrated as received cells.
This experiment is repeated using other settings. The CLR now is 10.3 and at EMMA1
the command udpt -n 10 -t 2000000 -s 1000 emrna2 is given. This results in a
cell stream of 22 cell every two seconds. As expected, after 91 seconds (990 cells are
passed) 22 cells are dropped and also not registrated as received.

Experiment at the Silicon Graphics workstations
However, in case the same kind of experiment is performed at the Silicon Graphics
workstations, the other possibility is seen.
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Cell drops in atmstat
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Figure B.2 Drops in atmstat at Silicon Graphics workstations.

Using the command ping -s 2650 siliconl at Silicon2, 56 ATM cells once per
second are sent towards Silicon! via the GDC switch and a loop to Amsterdam (see
figure B.2).
Somewhere between the transmitter and the receiver, cells get lost (reason will be
deepened out later) and atmstat displays the following:
• Table B.2 AAL5 statistics.

In this case atmstat displays all cells received, but CS-PDUs shows whether a
segment is complete or not. The not complete segments are discarded and that is
displayed by drops, so lost cells are not included in drops.
So, it can be concluded that drops at atmstat has a different meaning at the EMMA
workstations than at the Silicon Graphics workstations.
This should be kept in mind during experiments that involve both workstations.
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Annex C Numerical experiment results

• Table C.l Influence of Cell Loss on the throughput of TCP / IP ouer ATM.
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Numerical experiment results

• Table C.2 Influence of the BT on the throughput of TCPIIP over ATM.
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Annex 0 Cell loss localisation
During ATM multiplex experiments unexpected cell loss occurred in case two rather
small bursts are multiplexed. Furthermore cell loss occurs in case large bursts are
received by a Silicon workstation. Causes for these cell losses can be the FORE ATM
cards, the GDC switch or the workstations. Performing some experiments the cause of
the cell losses is located.

Cell loss in the GDC switch
It is suspected that the buffer size is not as large as assumed in paragraph 7.3.4. This
is verified by a buffer experiment.
When a connection is set up between the Silicon workstations via the GDC switch and
Amsterdam (external loop), cells arrive at the GDC switch with 100 Mb/s and depart
with 34 Mb/s. So a number of cells has to be temporarily stored in the buffer of the
GDC switch. This is depicted in figure.
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-------- ----- -- ----- -----
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Figure D.I Cell loss in the CDC switch?

Sending a ping message from Silicon2 to Silicon1 via the GDC switch and the switch in
Amsterdam, cell losses occur for ping messages larger than 2650 bytes (56 cells). To
locate the cause of these cell losses, a ping message of 2800 bytes (60 cells) is sent at
Silicon2 for 14 seconds, so atmstat at point A displays 840 cells in total. The GDC
switch receives also 840 cells at point B, but only transmits 813 cells at point C. All
cells sent to Amsterdam (813 cells) are also received again by the GDC switch at point
D and transmitted to Silicon1 at point E.
According to atmstat at Silicon1 813 cells are received.
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Only 1 segment is received complete (60 cells) and an ACK of 60 cells is sent back to
Silicon2 (point F). These 60 cells are received by the GPC ~witch (point E), but only 57
cells are transmitted at point D. In Amsterdam no cells get lost and 57 cells are
received at point C, point B and according to atmstat Silicon2 receives 57 cells, but
these are dropped since the segment is not complete.
This experiment is repeated using Silicon2 as transmitter and EMMA2 as receiver and
vice versa. Also the same experiment is performed between the EMMA workstations.
In all cases the outcome was identical to the results above.
It can be concluded that buffer overflow in the GDC switch is the cause of the cell loss.
It was assumed that the GDC switch contains two independent output buffers of 63 or
1171 cells and that the large buffer was used for these experiments.
However, this experiment proves that the real buffer in the switch is a lot smaller.
During other (throughput) experiments ([Wa195]), it appeared that the Silicon
workstations produce a burst of cells at a rate of about 75 Mb/s.
Using a fluid flow approximation of the arrival and departure process, the size of the
buffer can be calculated:
buffer size

= arrival rate - departure rate x burst length
arrival rate

=

75 - 34 x 56
75

= 31 cells.

This complies with the GDC manual that later became available and mentions that the
C series cards employ a single 31 deep output buffer, while the H series cards has two
independent output buffers as was assumed before. So apparently the C series cards
are implemented in the GDC switch at the moment. For most experiments with the
Silicons and for multiplex experiments, this output buffer is too small and therefore it
is desirable to implement the H series cards soon.

Cell loss at the FORE 100 ATM cards for large bursts
In case a connection is set up between the Silicon workstations via the GDC switch
(internal loop) and a ping of 26000 bytes or more is sent from Silicon2 to Siliconl cell
loss occurs. The question is where these cells get lost; at the transmitter side already,
in the GDC switch or at the receiver side. Using the atmstat command, the number of
cells at input and output is displayed (point A and D). The number of cells received and
transmitted by the GDC switch is measured at the GDC Manager (point B and C).
The cause of the cell loss is located, performing a simple experiment (see figure ).
First a connection is set up between the Silicon workstations. The command ping -s
28000 siliconl results in 589 cells. So after 7 seconds 4123 cells are transmitted
(point A). At the input of the GDC switch (point B) also 4123 cells are received and at
the output of the switch (point C) 4123 cells are transmitted. However only 3570 cells
are received by Siliconl (point D). Since not a single complete ping message is received
by Silicon1, no cells are sent back to Silicon2.
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Cell loss localisation
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Figure D.2 Ping message from Silicon2 to Siliconl.

Now the transmitter and the receiver are exchanged and the experiment is repeated.
Silicon1 sends pings with a size of 28000 bytes for 11 seconds, which results in a total
of 11 x 589 = 6479 cells sent (point A). The input side of the GDC switch receives 6479
cells (point B), while the output side transmits 6479 cells (point C) according to the
GDC Manager. At the Silicon2 only 5221 cells are received (point D).
Again since not a single complete ping message is received by Silicon2, no cells are sent
back to Siliconl. These results are depicted in the following figure.
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Figure D.3 Ping message from Siliconl to Silicon2.

These experiments indicate that no cells are lost in the GDC switch, but cells get lost
between the output of the GDC switch and the receiver. The FORE 100 card is
suspected to be the cause of the cell drops.
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In case a connection is set up between the Silicon2 and the EMMA2 workstations via
the GDC switch, the receiver contains another ATM card (FORE 200). Silicon2 sends
pings with a size of 28000 bytes for 7 seconds to EMMA2, which results in a total of 7 x
589 = 4123 cells (point A). The input side of the GDC switch receives 4123 cells (point
B), while the output side transmits 4123 cells (point C) according to the GDC Manager.
At the EMMA2 4123 cells are received (point D), see left side of figure D.4.
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I
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Figure DA Left: Ping message from Silicon2 to EMMA2, Right: Return message from EMMA2 to Silicon2.

EMMA2 answers each received ping message by sending a return message of 588 cells.
So in total EMMA2 sends 7 x 588 = 4116 cells back to EMMA1 (point A). These cells
are received by the GDC switch (point B) and 4116 cells are transmitted towards their
destination (point C). But at Silicon2 only 3298 cells are received (point D), see right
side of figure D.4. The reason why the EMMA workstation answers a ping message of
589 cells with a message of 588 cells is unknown'.
Unfortunately now the transmitter and receiver could not be exchanged, since the
software on the EMMA workstation can not produce a ping with a size of 28000 bytes.
This second experiment indicates that in case a burst of 26000 bytes or more is
received by a Silicon workstation with the FORE 100 ATM card cell loss occurs. When
the same amount of data is received by the EMMA workstations with the FORE 200
ATM card no cell loss occurs. So apparently the Fore 100 ATM card is the cause of the
cell drops. New Fore 200 ATM cards for the Silicons have been ordered already.

Possibly due to a different IP implementation that divides
the data differently over the IP datagrams.
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